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Abstract
This work elaborates our initial work further on architectural entropy [1]. The consequence of CCS architectures have come into existence has resulted in the
parallel increase in the CCS architectures complexities and uncertainties. Consequently, due to unpredictability in business has made cloud architecture highly
intricate and non-deniably vulnerable. In fact, to derive an optimal cloud computing system (CCS) architectural types such as micro-service oriented architecture
value designs. Before providing a novel solution for secure computation across CCS, it is a must to explore key architectural constructs of the CCS architecture.
Understanding various allied issues such as key architectural smells, architectural design debt, Architectural design (AD) degradation, architecture erosion,
architecture decay, etc increase the toxicities of the architecture, also in turn it leads to increase in the architecture vulnerabilities thus resulting in architecture
entropy etc. This manuscript also discusses the key theoretical, pragmatic and conceptual aspects including standard CCS architecture and issues such as design
smells, technical (design) debt, and architectural entropy.
Keywords: cloud computing Architecture entropy, cloud computing architecture degradation, cloud computing architecture erosion, cloud computing
architecture decay, cloud computing architecture depravation;
Background
A well defined and in depth discussion of the aforesaid issues can play vital role in deriving secure cloud services by identifying the cloud architecture design
smells, and vulnerabilities causing factors leading to architecture entropy disorder. To resolve the aforesaid issues using key techniques like refactoring and the
refining the cloud service architectural design are used. On the other hand, developing customer satisfied product service in cloud is one of the inevitable needs
of every organization. Several parameters influence one to achieve the above mentioned objectives. Designing an apt and flawless architecture to any product is
one such parameter. However, in active up to date art of modernization in hi-tech research and advances, it is latent to develop consumer required end services.
Nevertheless, imperfection does exist in architectural design. Such imperfections if neglected leads towards architectural entropy.
The SDLC stages involve the design and development of software using ultra modern architectonic design (AD) designing methods. These stages are pan-tilesequel. Unfortunately, due to the absence of naturalness or the introjections of mathematical rigour in the development stages of AD is error prone indicating
presence of vulnerabilities, mistakes in AD resulting in AE. Due to poorer maintenance in designing the AD over evolutions of AD reflects the AE, though it is
not the design intention. This leads to AD decay over time which ruins the computing system over time due to deliberate rusticated surfaces which results in out
of fashion design diagrams reflecting the decaying remnants of the golden past idea of evolution leading to decaying smelling smelly called as increasing AD
enthalpy disorder. These types of AD do not obey the principles and laws of AD.
The AE is measure of disorder in the AD due to messy without clean ordered AD. The AE is the measure of unavailable functionality of the AD due to
randomly configured interfaces scattered with complexity and friction for designing the system. The measure of AE is not constant it increases with the
uncertainty in computing system evolution. AE is the measurement of the randomness of the system AD due to frictions (leads to AE generation) in the macro
AD due to irreversibility affecting the business. The errors made in previous stage have multi- fold effect due to the error in the current stage. Added to this, the
need- based development of semiotics of the AD language enhances the complexity of errors.
1. Introduction
Architecture Design (AD) debt is the architectural and design facets and the dimensional scope of the technical debt (TD), henceforth, it is referred as
Architectonic Design Technical Debt (ADTD). This accrual of ADTD leads to ADE, resulting in the increasing AD vulnerabilities, which is exploited by rogue
intruders, hackers, cyber criminals and attackers. This ADTD leading to ADE arises due to the cloud service stakeholders making the incorrect or sub-optimal
Architecture Decisions (AD), due to continual change scenarios and rationales. In addition, it is needed to deliver the service as first trader and also need to be
competitive in the future. But they neglect to balance the focus; either they endure for short interim or long term goals. Focusing on the type of goal and
neglecting other one without refactoring is risky and increase the vulnerabilities and lead to peril of the crowd service vending organization with increase in
ADE. In addition, to the wrong AD, the architects and designers use the shortcuts and shorter paths and other short methodologies to design the computing
system architecture. Finally, it leads to accrual of AD smells that result in an increasing ADE. These AD smells serve as an indicator of ADTD and ADE.
ADTD arises due to the improper AD structural and behavioural aspects. Some of the common ADTD smells that are observed in common practices leading to
ADE are:
•Needless dependencies: As a result of R&D, the computing system evolves impacting the AD decisions and design decisions for using the 3rd Party lib files
and also external/internal lib files. Due to elapsing of the time period, unwanted and old dependencies (libs files) get accrued and exist as part of the deployment
in ultramodern technologies. The presence of risky dependencies increases the complexity, and it is difficult to track the system for security implementation.
•Layering violations: As the small fractional part of the AD layered structure violates the principles of the layered structure in the AD. Due to the increased
complexity and unpredictability of the business and by the oversight, deficient AD leads to the increase in the AD vulnerabilities. Non-checking of the ―back
calls‖ occurring in the higher layers (top level layers) leads to the tight coupling among the layered components resulting in the violation of architectural
layering principles. This leads to the difficulty to monitor and implement the security measures due to tight coupling, and augmentation of high cohesion among
the computing system components.
•Cyclic dependencies: If there is more number of cyclic dependency sets on the components or packages that are dependent on each other either directly or
indirectly, they get tightly coupled with the computing system, by increasing the high cohesiveness and it in turn lead to increase in the architecture entropy
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disorder. This indicates the presence of more AD vulnerabilities. The AD vulnerabilities increases due to the number of concepts appearing in the AD, called
ADE. With the associated components having multi-directional relationships they have more entropy disorder due to increased complexity in interfacing
components. Depending on the internal complexity of the interfacing multi-components and its relations with those components the level of the complexity of
the ADE disorder is indicated. If the number of components and its relationship among the involved components is more, it increases the complexity and
uncertainty. The presence of the complexity indicates the high ADE disorder leading to more AD vulnerabilities.
In addition to the above mentioned ADE causing factors and the other factors responsible for ADE are: Overthrowing the single God component principles,
unnecessary abstractions, AD Partition tasks (errands), and Extracting service. Thus, observing the above discussions, it can be found that an excessive number
of AD smells impairs and impacts the QOS of the AD and it makes the design of the computing system is difficult to implement, execute, and maintain. Due to
the AD evolve continuously leading to increase in the architecture design vulnerabilities resulting in AE. Various dimensions of technical debt (TD) include
documentation debt, architectural debt, code debt, design debt, security debt, configuration debt, and test debt arises due to implementation smells, architecture
smells, AD smells, code smells, design smells etc. Some ex. of Implementation smells - Java language packages with empty catch block, magic number, and
long methods in Java includes the restricted scope within the class, subclass, and files. This is due to its localized impact, needs small amount of effort to refactor. Design smells (e.g.: multifaceted abstraction with divergent changes, violation of Grady Booch‘s OOD principles, and insufficient modularization – with
god class, and refused or broken hierarchy bequest etc.). These design smells arises due to the clustered set of classes. These architectural smells span across the
multi-components, subsystems, modules and impact the entire system level AD. Some of the key factors signifying architectures smells in CCS are as follows:
•Cyclic, iterated, Dependency, Ambiguous Interfacing components, God Component, Feature concentration, Scattered Parasitic Functionality, Opaque Structure,
Extraneous Adjacent Connector, Connector Envy, and
Component Envy.
In cloud computing system and software security lifecycle, a vital facet of AD refactoring and repairs are perceptive and updating CCS software, hardware,
virtual-ware, firmware and middle-ware continuously by securing CCS system's service security architecture base. CCS system‘s architectural design is
provoked by the united movement of architectural drift glides and corrosion jointly referred as architectural smells. This accrued smells lead to the architectural
decay (AD) which is caused by the slipshod negligence of AD designers and also due to their, unplanned accidental evolving AD toting up. Additionally, it
causes amputation, alteration, revision and renovation of architectural design decisions, without any proper refactoring, validation, testing and verification of the
process to carry out the alteration. This may results in AE which in turns results in exploitation of the computing system by the internal or external hackers,
attackers and cyber terrorists to cause malicious activities. This may increase the complexity of architecture maintenance and make it difficult to implement and
execute the architecture without errors making the implemented service exposed to external and internal attacker‘s exploitation leading to AD decay over time
and increase in the ADE.
Thus work presents USPAFCS free from technical debt, design smells and architectural smells. The proposed architecture design can be re-factored and can be
used as the USPA for cloud services. In literature the plenty of research has been carried out on cloud computing security either of them will be based on
implementing the new security method along with existing security measure. Or even they propose the methodology to improve the existing security measures.
Considering the probability of ADE in cloud computing services, particularly when there is multiple numbers of users with different profiles, hierarchy and
access level, but ensuring seamless communication is a must. Thus, to deal with this scenario, the concept of multilateral security can be exploited. This factor
motivates us to develop a novel unified multilateral security model for cloud computing services. It can be found that the use of multilateral relationship among
the crowd sourced shared multilateral-multitenant community partnered stakeholders can be helpful in deriving a multilateral security model. This factor
motivates us to explore the feasibility of a multilateral security model for gigantic cloud systems. The increased level of awareness among the cloud
stakeholders can be exploited to design the generic multilateral security architecture preserving the agility using the modern dev-ops and sec-ops process while
maintaining the competitiveness among the stakeholders. It can also assist in improving the security architecture as and when the new technology evolves and
the old architecture decays over elapsing of the time and technology in the market it becomes obsolete. Similarly, by performing the refactoring of the system
AD and also refining the system by testing AD as and when it accommodates the changes can strengthen cloud security system to reduce the probability of
ADE. This concept also motivates us to improve the security at root levels of the system design, including AD, architecture and design level with less time,
effort, and schedule and cost investment. It can be found that the AD is a root cause for all security weakness, issues, threats and security holes, and this
increases the threat vector. This Achilles' heel may be exploited by rogue hackers, attackers and intruders to cause the malicious activities. In this relation, the
Rick Kazman‘s efforts [30-33] regarding the architecture rooted vulnerabilities, bugginess and technical debt, which is the indication of disorderliness as a
measure of entropy, motivates and puts foundation to derive a robust cloud security model for multilateral crowd sourced cloud environment to ensure strictest
security across the network. Considering it as motivation, in this work it is intended to devise the security AD to detect attacks at the root level, resist and thwart
the attacks, recover from the attack and also restore to normalcy of the work from the attacks and its impacts. It has also motivated us to explore profound
feasibility of multilateral security measure to reduce or alleviate ADE probability by performing efficient smell detection technique for AD debt reduction and
AD vulnerabilities elimination.
The predominant motivation behind this research work is to devise the multilateral security architecture to achieve the strict in-depth security and privacy
architecture for cloud services. This architecture is subjected to change and evolve in future continuously by using the CI-CD dev-ops, ops-Sec and Sec-ops
processes to maintain the agility in the designed architecture without dexterity. •
This work considers and investigates ample perceptual factors causing
ADE. This parametric identification might enable audiences to assess and employ critical factors to design more robust and efficient cloud security architectures.
This research work has revealed that because of ADE vulnerabilities in the cloud system requires multilateral balanced security AD and reduced ADE. To deal
with this scenario, in this work a balancing model leveraging interim and enduring objects of multilateral crowd's stakeholders having diverse outlook and
proficiency, while avoiding ADE has been developed. In this research work, major causes of the AD debts resulting in the ADE and ATD have been identified,
where the prime dimensions of the Technical Debt (TD) have been identified as the AD debt, design debt, architecture debt, test debt, and security debt, which
are primarily caused due to the deficiency in suitable testing practices, and violation of security benchmarked practices. Such revelation can be applied by
industries to avoid any probable ADE caused security breaches or losses. This research study investigation can help in increasing the level of awareness among
the cloud stakeholders to design the generic multilateral security architecture preserving the agility and using the modern dev-ops and sec-ops processes by
maintaining the competitiveness among the stakeholders in the market. In this work, the emphasis is made on developing a security, trust and confidentiality
incorporated CCS architecture to be used in multilateral cloud-application environment. This research work introduces novel architecture testing and
architecture refactoring to alleviate the issue of ADE accumulation.
In this work, the AD ambidextrousness leading to architectural entropy has been
examined or investigated and effort has been made to identify the main aspects that ruin large crowd computing service outsourcing organizations to be
ambivalent in terms of ADE. This research justified that multilateral security architectural design can significantly avoid ADE accumulation across large scale
CCS. The present work, exhibits how the secured and privacy preserving integrated architectural design specification can neutralize attack state of affairs linking
malevolent insiders and outsiders abusing architectural design smells. The reaction machinery transversely linking the assorted architectural safety measures
machinery units can play a key role in sensing complicated, dynamically stirring and altering architectural smells. This leads to present or later attack. By this
means of mounting the buoyancy of the in general secure system justification is offered in this work. The high-level contribution of this research work is an
integrated multilateral balanced cloud services architectural security framework for addressing different aspects of cloud computing service architectural
decaying in cloud software systems. The design and expansion of a cloud security integrated architecture blueprint can be subdivided in to six segments with
respect to time, effort, and cost schedule.
This work put forths a comprehension about architecture entropy [1], its impact on the quality of the system. In addition, different other architectural design
issues and resulting consequences such as architectural design smells, architectural decay, [2-10] due to architectural smells, due to Architectural degradation,
leading to high Architectural debt. This increase the AD toxicities signify the Architecture rooted vulnerability resulting in Architectural erosion. Also, due to
architectural degeneracy, and Architectural deprivation gives rise to increasing and accruing security debt and its impact etc is discussed. This work, is a
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comprehensive work on exploring architecture entropy, this work tries to explore the precise definition of Architecture entropy and its impact, whence the good
secured architecture goes bad. In this work an attempt is made to catalogue some key major Architectural smells, known in literature and from our own
experience in terms of the outlays of architectural decay increasing the toxicities of AD leading to architectural entropy. The focal aim of this work is to survey
the origin of causes, its effects and outlays of architectural decay and entropy. A brief of the aforesaid key research variables is given in sub-sequent sections.
2.1 Cloud System Architecture, its types and its characteristics
The au-courant techniques attempt to make structural and behavioural design respectively through AD based unit/component/modules. The existing techniques
are not correct and complete with respect to AD security implementation of the crowd sourced multilateral computing system to alienate AE. Thus, the success
rate of the security implementation of the computing system AD security is dependent on human skills. The techniques, developed through transformation of the
requirement to AD based code/prototype in the reverse stages, in the multi-fold leads to mushroom growth of errors AE can be eliminated and if AD designed in
requirements stage, would be correctly executed and completed. Unfortunately, there are no any standard guidelines for documenting the requirements among
the existing to design the security AD. Thus, the correctness and completeness of security AD depends on the transformation of the security AD to code in the
earliest possible stage through automated process and the availability of standards for the stage of testing based on AD to alienate AE. In order to make the AD
to be better performance the design of AD process should have proper directions in straight and well defined form with reversible methodology. The AD process
should also have final state equal to initial state after completion of reversible process of AD to maintain the evolving AD based on business needs without any
space for any kind of frictions during the design process. The reversible processes are imaginary in nature. The work transferred in to useful gain with the
consumption of multilateral effort of stakeholders while designing the AD smoothly using the concerted work without any irregularities. Zero AE is no work so
no intended design. In expansion process of AD due to evolution of the technology and business the work done in designing the system is positive it produced
due to work done the stakeholders in the absence of the friction. The critical work done is equal to the product of the critical pressure tolerated while designing
the AD with volume of work done in designing the best AD.
The notion of the AD is the idea using the eligible processes with the feasibility of realising the intended AD with the perpetual motion of the design of the state
machine of the AD having the 100% efficiency without loss of an energy the investment of resources and cost outlay and effort and time depending on the mass
of the computing system. AE is the measure of system randomness and disorder of the design which increase with the increase in the numbers of the multilateral
peoples involved in the design due to mass of the computing system serving the crowd. Software architecture refers to the arrangement, or construction style, or
building, and planning of the design or structural ordered outline of the computing system (i.e. System of system). In fact, it signifies a systematic arrangement
of components and structure encompassing software elements of the computing system design using designing craftsmanship methods and diagrams by
exploiting the ostensibly noticeable features, and its association. The significance of software structural and behavioural architecture and design includes the
precise architecture at the precise time and precise work suitably intended to rally its QOS attributes with functional and non-functional requirements (NFR‘s),
which are visibly acknowledged, and carefully weighed up. This is the key player in computing system software project success. Cloud computing security
architecture is though very complex and unpredictable is yet designed using smallest micro, nano and macro modelling, using simple process, methods and
automated tools, which are built most proficiently on real time basis by a multilateral collaboration team to achieve multilateral balanced security. Building the
cloud security architecture needs scalable processes, with minimum cost and built on schedule involving multilateral stakeholders.
The types of cloud security architecture with different levels of concentration are as follows: a. Cloud service business domain specific using structural part of
the requirements, b. Cloud computing technology mapping architecture, c. Solutions architecture- explicit focus of precise cloud business area/service relying
on technical networking between business analysts and domain architects from business research per specs and development, d. Enterprise level Architecture –
concentrates on business progression and IT using principles, rules, guidelines, policies, doctrines, standards and technological options to realize enterprise wide
standards across different modules or section of the business. Table 2.1 presents the different layered stack of CCS security architectures.
Table 2.1 Layered stack of security architecture
Contextual level security
Conceptual level security
Logical level security
Physical level

Intended for multilateral business level security experts
Multilateral business process vendors
Multilateral architects and designers expertise
Coders and designers

The secured architecture view of the multilateral stakeholders is depicted in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 shows Secured Architectural view of the multilateral stakeholders Stack.
Business level strategies and security processes
Business view
Apps to facilitate and promote the business
Application view
Information necessary to manage and administration of the business
Information view
Technological support business and apps needs
Technology view
Security architecture should consist of business drivers, quality attributes, scenarios analysis, with architectural progress by making good architectural result
choices or conclusions, with certain tradeoffs, at the acceptable threshold limits. Due to the complexity, unpredictability, and uncertainty in the computing
system sensitivity points, listing the known risks and unknown risks, rooted in the architecture all are distilled into threat and issues.
3 Cloud computing Services AD related QOS attributes: Cloud service design choices may (absolutely) influence all assorted CCS service architectures,
cloud computing service related QoS attributes, and also on service design models, service types, features and its characteristics. The Cloud service‘s pragmatic
approach to the design quality is to plummet into fragments of the ―CCS apropos design values‖ into ―ilities‖ or ―ility‖, quality attributes features. Table 2.3
presents a description and aspects of the key QOS attributes. Violation of QOS [131] attributes results in AE.
Table 2.3 Cloud service QoS attributes and allied dimensions
Cloud Service QOS attributes
Interoperability- It is essential for the cluster of communicating and networking
entities to distribute and share info, and it operates and executes as per approved
operational and technical syntactic and semantics.

QOS Dimensions
API – API coverage and API form: - REST, Simple SOAP, XML-RPC etc. Accountability, authenticity,
extensibility – (to support new features). Utility, better understand ability – (essential for realizing the design
fragment).
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Performance measured in terms of request time - from clients and –response time in
the course of action as demanded, throughput (number of requests/jobs/tasks/processes
serviced per unit of time/ amount of time), and/or timeliness (capacity for meeting
schedule limit and targets). Accessibility (for hosting newly raised functionality, based
on dependability, costing associability, performance with dynamic change, evolution,
and self-optimization of applications [90].

Response time measured in terms of the fraction of seconds of computing time.
Throughput signifies the quantity of service/job/task/processes related requirements attended and processed per
unit of time. Tightly coupled with scalability, elasticity, flexibility of the computing service. By adaptively and
dynamically attuned based on the service stakeholders requests, and fair billing to the customer based on their
usage.
The Timeliness with aptness to congregate the adapted and committed scheduled aim/ time limit.

Security, safety, defence protection– merged with confidentiality, privacy, secrecy,
authenticity, legitimacy integrity, veracity, reliability, continue-ability, availability etc.

Governance and technical, locality jurisdictional, legal and operational domains. Interoperability, Legally,
authorized and Electronic Discovery, Compliance and Auditing, accounting, portability, privacy of data
Lifecycle control, and handiness.

Reliability is a capacity of a computing system structure to continue in executing the
well maintained for operating cloud computing ecosystem in excess of time, devoid of
failure, malfunction, crash, hack, risk, stoppage, communication, message and/or
network service reliability of micro-and nano-service oriented architecture
implementations.
Availability is a percentage fraction of point in time a cloud system, ecosystem cloud
service component/ fragment with network, computing, storage, server, etc. Its
resources are active and operational and anywhere globally accessible as and when
required for use over the Internet.
Modifiability/changeability is a facility to make, alter, adjust, transform, vary, amend,
revise, rework, re-factor, redesign, re-architect, the computing system rapidly, swiftly,
lucratively and economically. These may comprise adding, deleting, extending,
retaining new services and existing services and its features along with its interfaces.
Usability is an estimation of the significance of a cloud service stakeholder‘s skills set
in network over which the service offered information or apps or resources.
Requirements need enhance-ability, automaticity, autonomicity, adaptability,
reusability.
Testability is rating a shared cloud computation system or service resources or apps
belonging to multiple stakeholders, this aids the business features of test trial analysis,
execution criterion and the recital of tests to establish required functional deliverables
are met to the customer without any risk or failure, or deviation from the functionality,
QOS attributes are measured.

Operational domains -colossal traditional Security, cloud computing production, trade, permanence, stability,
tradition and shared data center ops, catastrophe recovery and backing-up facility, risk, event response and
administration board, forewarning by alarming and notification, with solution remediation, based on attack or
natural disaster, apps, service or resource security, identity and access management, and virtualization security,
VPN security, OTP, Biometric, IDPS, honey pots etc..
Reliability is a capacity of the cloud computing service facility to keep operative and accomplish aggressively
over point in time instance devoid of crash/ attack/ hack/ risk/ smells noted and detected. Reliability is the
process of the monitoring the activity logs to measure the availability and system performance, uptime history
and current active service and process dimensions over time.
Uptime, stipulated fraction of time whence the cloud service is alive, accessible, active and operational as and
when it‘s required for use, anywhere and at any time.
Basic application layers – data - application data model (data objects‘ structure and relations), logic – appslogical sculpt (alteration in appliance workflow, authorization, justification and legalization using regulations
and usage filters and separators], and presentation [amendment of user interface, and transform in application
graphic design –GUI) – applications for the cloud multi-tenant environment.
Satisfaction- combined with skewed outlook, Accessibility, and Efficiency- prop up yield and amplify the job
competence.

QOS testability (in terms of accessibility) and application testability (functionality tests, regression test, load
test, module test, guerrilla test, integration testing, functionality test, security testing, performance fine tuning,
penetration testing, unit tests, behavioural testing, performance testing, BBT, WBT, ad-hoc testing, post-hoc
testing, regression testing. (Helps in detecting the design fragment defects, errors, non functionality by means
of pen testing).

Cost – priced, measured, pay as you go, pay for what you consume, with free and fair
charging and billing policy.

Billing, pricing, unique payment.

Scalability – cloud service functional operability without degradation of system‘s size
and volume.

Granularity with an in-depth detail, elasticity, stretch-ability, shrink-ability, flexibility.

Support- Cloud services are driven by multi-tenancy, multi-stakeholders standards,
laws dole out to multilateral patrons. Within the limits of the Customization effort for
cloud services. Cloud Service patrons are not possible to migrate their apps or business
into cloud infrastructure without any modification of traditional computing system.

Maintenance and accomplishments of service requests for change (RFC) using a request for proposal (RFP)
gratifying, pleasing and buzz the multilateral community service, – with Resolution velocity pace and
Resolution time in sync with operation.

in general, if one focuses on extensibility along with reusability features might harmfully brunt on understand-ability. It is essential to arrive with a cloud service
design that brings about the QOS, and a significant target defined by that evaluated outlook. It motivates academia-industries to explore major existing
architectures to ensure secure transmission to meet QOS attributes centric CCS delivery. The presented study intends to derive novel and robust cloud security
architecture to meet major QOS demands. To meet these demands, studying different cloud system architectures and their respective strengths and weaknesses is
of utmost significance. With this motivation, the following sub-section briefs about the cloud system architectures and various allied issues. It has been later
followed by the discussion of the various solutions and associated future scopes.
Correctness and Completeness: The injection and bi-jection functionalities are used to authenticate the result is, correct and also complete. Figure 2.1 shows
the correctness and completeness verification through surjection.The cloud service pragmatic approach to the design quality is to plummet into fragments of the
―CCS apropos design values‖ into ―ilities‖ or ―ility‖, quality attributes features.

Abstraction

Result

* * *
** * *
* *

Figure 2.1: shows Correctness and completeness verification
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4 Architectural Entropy: In this section, it is intended to explore the precise definition of architecture entropy and its impact, whence the good secured
architecture goes bad. In this sub-section, an attempt has been made and we try to catalogue some of the key major architectural smells, identified in the
literature and the outlays of architectural decay due to its increasing entropy. It also discusses a glance of the varied causative factors of the architecture decay
and corresponding solutions to prevent the architectural decay and the entropy. The Architectural Entropy signifies the disorder of the computing system due to
uncertainty, complexity, and unpredictability
2.3.1 Deriving architecture Entropy: Architecture entropy is the trans-disciplinary branch it deals with the study of the nature of energy and its
transformations connecting diverse forms and qualities of the effort or work needed. Using the concept of Entropy, it is the amount of energy required to redesign the corrupted architecture due to its toxicity and vulnerabilities rooted in the architecture. Postulations of architecture natural laws are devised using the
empirical observations:
Either the energy (in the form of working effort) can be neither produced nor bankrupt and alleviated. It can only be renovated from one form to another form.
This form of energy (effort) impulsively diffuses from being rigorous to enticingly spread out in case if it not blocked = increased entropy. This law is
formulated and stated in different forms as per the various industry and academic research investigation carried out from time to time based observations, and its
essence. The Architecture Entropy was coined by Michael Stal, etal, in the year 2000 in the context of computing software architecture [1-5] [91-95]. To afford
quantification for the path of spontaneous change, the notion of Entropy is used to express the disordered state of architecture. It is a state function measuring
the unavailability of architectural functionality to do useful work due to architecture decay. Entropy concept helps to understand the central point to explore the
goal of designing the physical computing system, with its real intent in the physical world of business systems when the systems were built.
In the security architectural framework, we employ entropy to articulate the measured slow degeneracy due to architectural degradation under the market and
business pressures due to the identified constraints on the designed security architecture over time. The architecture design location is exceptionally defined
using the uncertainty principle.
ΔAm Δxy ≥ ħ/2,

(1)

Where, ΔAm is the insecurity and vulnerabilities in the existing architectural disorder measured at a particular momentum of architectural design
implementation and Δxy is the uncertainty in architectural design in xy direction. This entails that the momentum of a highly condensed degenerated
architecture is very uncertain, since the architecture design is located in cramped space. As a result, to reduce the entropy of architecture in a very small space,
the large amount of energy and effort is required to manage its architecture degeneracy momentum. This multilateral collaboration brings together researchers,
industry practioner‘s, and trainers associated with the architectural research methods which are revised from time to time. In the innovation generating the new
knowledge and skills used for the designing the architecture. The research is based on space, technology, time, effort, cost, and historical context using cross
disciplinary working by collaborating between architectural design and also other areas. By ―architecture for, architecture with, architecture of, architectural and,
architecture by, with technical space and its mappings with author architecture craftsman/draftsman makes decision for drawing decisions and draw the usecases from his own research projects.
The merits and experience of materials are accumulated from the insights gained from one‘s own experience. Rising of entropy indicates the successive
depletion of the concentrated work effort and spreading of poisons, with rooted vulnerabilities is the waste of effort and the physical computing system designed
using the poisoned architecture decision. This leads to wear and tear of computing system infra, platform services. The degradation of the architecture quality is
due to disguised entropy hidden in the architecture with unavoidable rise of the entropy disorder in many forms. Some of them are due to destructive
consequences due to changes in the user requirements, changes occurring due to production, utilization, and circulation without economic value. The
colonialism due to market forces using the time, space, effort, and cost outlay export entropy. The effort is spent in a specific order, by eliminating the big
security holes in the architectural grounds. The sustainable ultra modern architecture design process with larger scale and scope level of order, design style, and
comfort consumes larger amount of energy with exergy indicating more entropy. Building the physical computing system using software defined services and
resources involve larger amount of energy and matter of the physical computing systems transformed by the architectural landscapes. Also, with extracting,
separating and concentration of the physical matter transformation using skills of the varied involved stakeholders. Preventing the rising entropy is an
irreversible process. The exploitation of the degraded architecture can be fixed later whence it done at faster pace. The entropy can be reduced by applying more
work effort / energy spent then being diluted from lower to higher entropy. The architecture system seeps down with the system from the high grade to low
grade architecture due to radiation of the changes of the architecture with dissipation of the work energy effort invested in devising the computing system. If
work or energy and cost are not invested then the system architecture with higher grade quality sinks and seeps down to low grade QOS using the designed
architecture. The dissipation of energy to keep entropy at bay is done by recycling the architecture and reusing the modules designed using the concentrated
effort energy intricate the webs of cascading flow of efforts and resources without becoming waste. Ability to efficiently collate, harvest and collect on the basis
for higher ultra moderns systems is built. With the technology revolution using the cloud computing stock of energy is returned and invested in form of different
sources of the energy investments. This innovation began the explosion of building the production, trading and consumption with surplus energy in return with
the energy invested. The ability with faster generation to move matter of design and manipulation of the material designed with more and more preposterous
architectural structures.
4.2 Entropy in Architecture with its causative factors
Entropy is a noun defined in physics represented by the symbol ‗S‘ for a closed thermo-dynamical system which is a qualitative measurement of the amount of
the thermal energy, per unit temperature in system units in the form of heat energy not available to do work [91-95]. The concluding procedure is reversible
since only a minor, trivial increase in the restricted refactoring force might repeal the path of the progression from contraction of architecture to solidity and
expansion. Violation of the basic principles of cloud computing system (CCS) while designing the architecture results in increase the AE. The principles
includes Virtualization, QOS, SLA, Pricing, Resource metering, scalability, reliability, billing, energy efficiency, utility provisioning on demand, utility and risk
management, security privacy, legal and trust regulatory, jurisdictional complexity, programming in polyglot environment and app development, software
engineering complexity, complex IT paradigm of AD steps followed to alleviate AE. Figure 2.2 shows different types of crowd service systems security types.
Figure 2.3 shows the properties of Autonomic Computing Systems AD. Figure 2.4 shows the copied possessions of autonomic structure of AD. Figure 2.5
shows the copied possessions of autonomic structure with sub properties of AD. Figure 2.6 shows the Cloud AD Planning Challenges. Fig 2.7: shows SDLC
Methods and Techniques of AD. Figure 2.8 shows The Periodic dependency identification shows the presence of AE.
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Figure 2.2 shows different types of crowd service security types.

Crowd computing System heterogeneity arise due to IAAS and PAAS
Syntactic heterogeneity – due to protocols and indoctrination system.
Structural heterogeneity - diverse model and schemas.
Semantic heterogeneity - diverse connotation for the same data
Security Requirements
Figure 2.3 shows the properties of Autonomic Computing Systems AD
Autonomic computing the primary four properties are called self-* properties [341], which are:

1. Self-configuring

2. Self-optimizing: .

3. Self-healing: and system to malfunction and recover from it.
4. Self-protecting: detection and self protection due to malicious
attacks to preserve security and integrity.

Figure 2.4 shows the copied possessions of autonomic structure of AD

1. Self-awareness:

2. Context-awareness:: its execution environment systems
environment..
3. Openness: heterogeneous environment with open system protos
4. Anticipatory: anticipate behaviours and act with hidden
complexity.
Figure 2.5 shows the copied possessions of autonomic structure with sub properties of AD.
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Figure 2.6 shows the Cloud AD Planning Challenges
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Fig 2.7: shows SDLC Methods and Techniques of AD
Security at traditional architecture layers with two or three tiers include UI layer, logical layer, data layer, with discreet layers, leading to SOA- for basket of
services. Architectural - Whiffs (or delicate smells): None in the team can inform the entropy in the architecture (or concur on) regarding ―what the asanticipated or as-planned, as-expected architecture is in its present form. Professed architecture fluctuates from as-is architecture whence the computing system
is not implicit and clearly perceived and understood, and it can‘t map the sketch and plan precisely to the end user requirement. In terms of the human working
effort, associated risks, and computing resources for making the intended changes and goals. Various fractions/ components of a computing system might decay
at diverse rates.

MONTHLY
WEEKLY
DAILY

Figure 2.8 shows The Periodic dependency identification shows the presence of AE
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Figure 2.9: shows various causative factors of AE
2.3.3 Architecture vulnerabilities leading to AE
The architectural vulnerabilities is discussed in [90-103]. The term AE expansion represents slower architectural design-erosion [95-103], Architectural smells
[89] [90-103][106-123], AD rooted Vulnerabilities as causative factors Flaws AD rooted flaws leading to AD drift AD rooted defects Architectural Causative
Defects cases Coherent sequence Entropy Identification factors of the factors Architecture smells AD smells leading to AD decay Debt AD degradation
causative factors and code [42]. Figure 2.9: shows various causative factors of AE. Authors of [69][89][[11-13][104-144] have provided research directions for
architecture smells and tools used to detect the SonarQube and Sonargraph, architecture smells [11-13].
Authors of [29][69][89][124-142] have put forth various technical debt and architectural vulnerabilities. Our previous work [141-152] discusses multilateral
security architecture for the Docker container. Some of the common ATD smells that are observed in common practices based on explorative journey across
cloud computing domain and personal experience are listed as follows:
Needless dependencies:
Layering violations:
Cyclic dependencies:
The architecture vulnerabilities which increase due to the number of concepts appearing in the architecture are called architecture entropy. The associated
components having multi-directional relationships have more entropy disorder due to the increased complexity in interfacing components. Depending on the
internal complexity of the multi-components and its relations with those components indicates the level of the complexity of the architecture entropy disorder. If
the number of components and their relationship among the involved components is more, it increases the complexity. The presence of the complexity indicates
high AE disorder leading to architecture vulnerabilities. Some of the key architecture smells and their impacts are given as follows:
1.

Overthrowing the single God component principles:

2.

Unnecessary abstractions:

3.

Architecture Partition tasks (errands):

4.

Extracting service:

Undeniably, significant number of computing system components depends on the system internal details, without introducing the decoupling layer(s) that
increase the vulnerabilities. Some commonly noted architecture smells are given as follows:
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•The architecture entities having unintuitive names and naming conventions followed abruptly without using the proper naming scheme leading to more AE.
Here, in such cases, renaming the entity with suitable naming scheme is inevitable to reduce the AE.
•Encountering more number of the cycles at the system level increases AE, and so one need to break the cycle at the subsystem level to reduce the AE.
•Envisaging extra number of broad cohesion among the 2 or more modules increases the AE, so one need to use the merge functionality to merge them.
•If one or multiple parts of the architecture introduce diverse multiple solutions for the same problem (System under study) ambiguity leads to increase in the
AE. Hence, one need to orthogonalize the system by choosing the one favoured solution and eliminate the other undesired solution.
•If the architecture is designed with layered system, where the subordinate layer accessing the lower layer or upper layer, which accesses the lower one without
any necessity leads to violation of the strict layering principles resulting in AE increase. Hence, one needs to use the relaxed layering via enforcing the strict
layering principles.
•
Not introducing the hierarchies for the several entities with variants of the particular entity leads to increase in AE. Hence, one should use proper
hierarchy among the entities.
•
The architecture with out-of-band functional behaviour leads to more AE. Hence, one need‘s to open the architecture using the Open/Close
principles interceptor‘s hooks and should be introduced, as violating leads to the increase in the AE.
•
Having more number of dependencies, with direct and wide spread either in parts/whole increases the AE. By introducing the central run (execute)
time component to the whole/part that centralizing the dependency handling through dependency injection helps to eliminate the dependencies.
•
Excessive number of architecture smells in architecture system impairs the QOS of the architecture and it makes the design of the computing
system with difficulty to implement, execute, maintain and evolve continuously.
To explore the methodology to balance the long term and short term interim equilibrium balance goals in relation to concept of the architectural entropy. How to
make the CCS Corporations to be more ambivalent in nullifying the architectural debt is the matter explored in debt in this work. The main highlights of this
work is presenting the unified framework dealing with various facets of architectural entropy disorder leading to architectural erosion and decaying due to
smells smelly in CCS. This framework helps in spotting evolving architectural decaying smelly instances giving rise to architectural entropy disorder and later to
devise a mechanism to recover the architecture from entropy disorder. Architecture smells defined as cases of architectural entropy disorders resulting in
architectural decay affecting architectural structured functionality and non-functional requirements together; we catalogue the architectural smells as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-tier Architecture and/ or Over Layered Architecture feature with Over abstraction in such approach dev-ops guy gets lost in the coding and maintenance.
Ultramodern Architecture when the solution is too ahead of its time with new prophecy of business requirements using predictive analytics without proper
analysis and domain knowledge, experience with the implementation is waste of time, outlay investment and resources.
Technology fervent Architecture: The architect akin to the new ultramodern technology without proper usage, tested and experienced and if he puts it to
production. Without perceptive, using the technology if it was not verified, validated and proven before.
Over Kill in the Architecture: An uncomplicated simple architecture was solved by exponential factor of architecture skills and technology.
Cloud Architecture: since cloud architecture has no connection with some nice Visio diagrams.
Architecture has less proximity to the closeness of the as-intended security requirements, and physical spaces.
Failure to afford the quality in-terms of ambiance, and consistency, characteristics.
Failure to meet requirements in terms of use cases, and user stories, and also, failure to afford reusability as sustainability feature, failure to afford the
scalability of performance of the business volumes and web traffic, failure to afford physical and information security, failure to shape in 2D and form in 2D
directions dimensionality of space.
Failure of the architecture styles, in the line of the product service,
brands, sub culture values, tastes, and its behaviour.
Failure to afford greener sustainable technology, and failure to afford the touch such as hap tics,
Failure to meet the future directions trends, with technology, market conditions, business requirements, customer preferences etc.
Due to architecture complexity the usability is not preserved due to difficulty in use.
Failure to minimize the usage production, operational, and end of life cycle due to resources wastage and preserving values, failure to afford the backward, and
forward compatibility, lacking to afford customization, customer fit solutions, threats and risk fit solutions, lack of buoyancy in architecture design, failure to
meet the abstract and personalization, lack of preserving ambiguity, reusability in variety of areas.
Architecture is the design process of drawing things using the creation, analysis, engineering, art, and synthesis. It is created using the visual interaction among
entities in the proper appropriate environments for using the products, services, hosted in infrastructure using virtualization technology. The architecture is
designed using various techniques, to design elements and appropriate components in the appropriate field area.
The various causes for violation of architecture principles, thumb rules, and guiding principles include Attractiveness Principle, Defensive Design principle, Ban
The Average, Balance principle, Fit For Purpose principle, Form Follows Nature, Principle of Least Astonishment, Design For Scale, Principle of Least Effort,
Sustainable Design, Modularity principle, Design for Privacy, Principle violation causes architecture smells.
Many CCS companies develop and deploy CCS on an existing physical infra or CCS service product with only intention of providing more customized
attractive features at the earliest to discharge their products/services/resources at first priority to the rivals, in array to succeed or cover the cloud market share.
To attract the customers to opt or purchase the vendor services offerings. This contest will be won by the organization that has the ability to comprehend and
value the client needs with the focussed accountability, liability, adaptability and satisfy the long term needs. By considering future choices depending on the
value of the business competing invests for the present and future goals. Without using short cuts and fallacies, it anticipates the clients to manage complex
conflicting tasks and smartly increase from the preliminary maturity outlaying investment with Return on Investments (RoI). If neglected it leads to increase in
the architectural entropy. An attempt to explore the assessment methods for cloud service architecture and security design from the existing methods from
experience, literature survey and discussion with various industry experts has been made here. The main causes include:
a) The missing characteristic ility-view impact,
b) Violation of Booch‘s OOAD principles view and/or
c) Cloud service/resource/computing system-specific constraint(s) view violation which impacts with ripple effects, directly on cloud computing system design.
OOAD class with multiple responsibilities – altered due to multi-reasons. Hence, the cloud service design clearly infringes and contravenes Single
Responsibility Principle (SRP) – summarizes and also capsulated all along the ―plan or circular axis of alteration‖. It is a violation of a design principle –
Abstraction. This smell is observed as a ―Multifaceted Abstraction smells‖. Also it exposes by harmfully disturbing all ―ility‖ principles attributes. One has to
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get accredited to the debited smells, resolve it. Later on one should re-factor the future credited smells by refactoring the catalogued smells, with subject and
degree of the shallow knowledge. The combinatorial smells, assigned smells, and graded smells, graded as

---------- (1)

Most complicated smells include simulation of line project/service smells, design workout in confidential measure to work and solve the confidential building
measure to work and nurtured to solve the issues, coding programming skills, graded skills, evaluation of smells. Inspiration practically simulates, to resolve the
smells and justify the effort to exploit the facility to resolve the smells leading to technical debt seriously execute and use environment nurtured with multilateral
effort. Instead of making the business extinct restructure, re-factor, and fix the issues, treat the sick diseases (issues) of the cloud platform, re-factor, redesign,
and repair, by fixing the bugs and testing the design of services. In broad-spectrum, any cloud service design issues may be analyzed efficiently using this threeview model.
a) Design principles: Coarse-grained Booch‘s doctrines are abstraction principle, summarization -encapsulation, componentization -modularization, and ladder
pattern - hierarchy. The substitutability plot maps to the principle of hierarchy to the next level of the finely coarse-grained dogmas such as generalization,
localization, ordering, and factoring . b) Constraints: cloud service specific constraints that the design should adhere to such as coding language constraints,
platform, Infrastructure, [computing network, storage, server] constraints, framework and lib constraints, business, technical, operational, managerial, financial
domain constraints, architectural constraints, hardware constraints, computing ecosystem and process constraints‘ c) Design quality attributes: QOS attributes
such as : ility.
Below are some definitions and common causes for architecture entropy:
1. Architecture Risk – includes restrictions, poor quality AD designs, flaws and inefficiencies to support the service product operations. 2. Software bloat:
includes Feature Creep, Big Ball of Mud, scope creep, function creep, instruction creep, Application Bloat, Aggressive Features, Over engineering, Perceived
Bloat etc. 3. Privacy by design: true deletion, retention limits, privacy guarantees, offline functionality, privacy by default, information minimization, forgetful
sensors. Also it includes ephemera design, encryption, information security, design transparency, decentralization, data liberation, consent, comprehensible
terms, anonymity, and audit trial minimization. 4. Feasibility constraints: Feasibility constraints are: (financial, schedule, technical, market, regulation and
standards, organizational, operations). Architecture flaws includes customer experience, feasibility, errors, functional usability, performance, accessibility, risks,
sensory design, structure, latent human errors, operational, reliability, compatibility. Artificial Intelligence Risks with technologies, Asset Management Risk,
Audit Risk -security vulnerabilities or legacy risks, Availability - service or apps Downtime. Benefit Shortfall – ROI, Budget Risk – operations of budget,
Capacity management failures overloaded network connection failures. Change Control- complex systems in change management and configuration
management. Compliance Violations- violation of laws or regulations, and Contract Risk- contractual obligations, violations of a service level agreement. Data
Loss - data that cannot be restored. 5. Data Quality- (Poor quality data, process failures, compliance issues or declining customer satisfaction). Decision Quality
includes -Sub-optimal decision automation or inaccurate decision support analytics, Design Debt. Facility Risk – in data centres. Infrastructure Risk - Failures of
networks, power and computing resources. Innovation risk- involves experimentation and violent rates of change. Integration Risk across process- (technology,
data, organization). 6. Legacy Technology - proprietary technology, Operational Risk. 7. Partner Risk – service vendors, Physical Security – security in data
centres. 8. Process Risk - IT failures. 9. Procurement Risk- purchasing of services, products and resources, chance of fraud, cost and quality issues. 10. Project
risk - high rate of failure, risk factors include scope creep, feature creep, estimation errors and resistance to change. 11. Quality Risk - QOS failure. 12.
Regulatory Risk- technology related regulations. 13. Resource Risk, Security Threats – (malware and hackers, attackers, intruders), security vulnerabilities –
(weak passwords, poorly designed software), Single Point of Failure, 14. Strategy Risk - IT strategy. Technical Debt –(Weak technology Transaction
Processing Risk), and Vendor Risk.
Business constraints include• Cost budget, • Design, with (Due Diligence, care level, judgement, and investigation, legal requirement), • Facilities – in data centres, Human Resources – (staffing operation constraint,
Infrastructure-capacity limitations, speed or functionality), Legal- (Laws, regulations or agreements), Methodology- ( project management methodology). •
Organizational- share
resources with functional managers, Physical-data-centre, Process- budgeting process with cut-off dates, Procurement- practices, procedures or processes. • Quality, Resources-power
capacity of a data centre, Risk Tolerance, Scope, Technical project platform, Time-A date met.
Security vulnerabilities – Complex – (hardware, data, business processes, complex software etc), Connectivity, Passwords, Design flaws –(bugs in software and hardware), User input –
(buffer overflows, SQL injections, fraudulent activities, Management, training, communications channel, social, human made errors.

2.3.4 AE contributory issues
The main contributory issue of AE also arise due to the following factors [92-152]:
Architectural drift [58][100-120]
Architectural erosion [110-120]
Software architecture is the arrangement, or construction style, or building, and planning of the design or structural ordered outline of the computing system (i.e.
System of system). It is a systematic arrangement of components and structure encompassing software elements of the computing system design using methods
and diagrams using the ostensibly noticeable features, and its associations [157]. The significance of Software structural architecture and design includes the
precise architecture at the fixed time for precise work suitably as-intended to rally its quality of service (QOS) attributes with functional and non functional
requirements (NFR‘s), which are visibly acknowledged, and carefully weighed up - is the key player in computing system software project success [158]. If the
computing system architecture is re-factored to reinstate it with a stern layering system, perhaps their stakeholder needs are met by the existing architecture.
However, it is not ‗as-intended‘. Its meaning is to say that the architecture decays.
Architecture decay [159-163]: Architecture that is as-is deviates, or as-is diverges, or as-is disagrees, and/or as-is digressing from as-intended, or as-organized,
or as-planned, or as-arranged, or as-proposed, and as-functional architecture and NFR‘s is called as Architecture decay. This leads to entropy in architecture. It‘s
like an arid rot – if it is regularly ignored or overlooked and from time to time untreated and not paid back, the AE increases.
2.3.5 Cloud computing technical debt as a causative factor of AE
Even though cloud computing soft coded apps services is in juvenile stage. In this work an attempt to appraise the cloud service soft coding, metrics, cloud
computing technical debt, solution for candidate identification for refactoring and execution of the services is made. Architecture smells increase the toxicities of
architecture leading to the presence of vulnerabilities resulting in the increase of the AE.
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2.3.6 Components of Technical Debt
Cloud computing technological liquidation/insolvency, Cloud Service product Code debt: Cloud Design and architecture debt, Test debt, Documentation/
records/ requirement/credentials debt, Defect debt,Cloud Service debt: IAAS debt, PAAS debt, SAAS Debt.
2.4 Smells in architecture and its relation to AE
Can we sense the ―Smells‖ smelly architectural decay? a victorious computing system that is sustained over several years, the aftermath, the systems start to
stink. Architectural smell [145-197]: A universally prepared architectural design decision that harmfully blows and causes a degrading impact on the
computing system life-cycle features and its characteristics. A smell is not a bug/fault/failure; it does not shatter the user computing system, but it makes the
computing system very dangerously exposed to attackers and hackers. They can exploit for malfunctioning and infecting the systems with viruses. An author of
[1] lists commonly occurring architecture smells catalogues: elementary. Authors of [145-170] provides structure smells of architecture - sub-system
components, sub-packages, components and sub components, methods super classes and its layered relationships. Also, Encapsulation rules violations - Ex
Bypassing the Subsystem API components, violating the strictest layering principles. Over coupling, Over Cyclic Dependencies- can't be comprehended by just
glancing in one place, and Linear or Very deeper inheritance hierarchical relationship (includes large-scale refactoring) are some structural smells. Usage of
inadequate decomposition following traditional old monolithic classes/ super-classes/ packages/ sub-packages/ to the delicately non-existing subsystem
decomposed to separate the concerns. Architecture smells as anticipated never signifies a problem, but indicates to spaces where extra investigation is vital. Ant
version 2 is an illustrator for broken layering architecture. In terms of software, programmed computing system gets into issues when the app specific code
integrated into reusable libraries encounters layering breakdown due to too-large decomposition to the computing system architecture to very high ultra small
packages leads to more complexity like Nano-architecture. Over importing unused packages and libraries unnecessarily leads to obsolescence. In addition,
insertion of dead code causes difficulty in identifying the dead code and method to untangle from live code by using the tools support. Over-generalization More complex than the needs dejected investment leads to architecture degeneration.
2.4.1 Architectural Decay and its relation to AE
Lowering the quality of architecture and coding effort and elongates coding time - but the customer industry might not be aware of this. This results in getting to
add out to design debt later - it becomes difficult to pummel competitor to market, hard to grab the market share, fails to win the contract on a cost-effective
basis as later on they may charge more. It will be tough to communicate and shape architecture to business. It results in difficulty to recognize architectural
issues, censure and blame working social organization culture with regard how did it went bad and difficult to track. Architectural decay leads to significant
decrease in productivity. Delivery code consumes more time period. Initially, the resultant code is like going into lone technical and architectural debt arrears. A
shortcut debt, perhaps perk ups the computing systems development, progression as long it‘s repaid back promptly. The risk arises whence if fails to repay the
debt. Each and every moment of time spent on incorrect code adds up as compound interest on accrued debt. The Complete Engineering Corporation could
come to a worsen rot due to protracted debt load due to unsecured implementation [4]. Law of programming states that poorer quality stretches' dev-ops time. In
order to support the business and to grab the share in the market, and to beat the rival in the market to be first in the market, the programmers use the shortcuts
and cheaper methods to design the product. Continuing status of architecture for the production is hard and architectural reliability arrives from total
architecture. Bulky and complex architecture is difficult to understand, especially for non- specialists.
2.4.2 Reasons for Architectural Decay
Architectural transforms bring decay, and changes to computing environment functionality, and NFR‘s changes cause architectural decay. Rapid complex
computing environmental changes (in terms of staff churns, inc. Working team, proficiency loss, stakeholder‘s needs and automation tools) also cause decay. In
addition, it worsens if the architecture doesn‘t carry the as-intended changes. The ignorance, misunderstanding, misconstruction, missed Interfaces,
misinterpretation, confusion, and mistake cause architecture decay. It is tough to imagine as-is architecture to witness if it matches the as-intended, as-proposed,
as-planned, as-arranged, as-needed and as-suggested architecture. Poorer significance positioned on evolving-ability, of a stable architectural reliability and
integrity. It causes difficulty in visualizing as-is architecture to check the corporation progressing in the right way. Inadequate focus on the values in architecture
evolution and maintenance of the architectural integrity in terms of prospective future amends, obscurity for futuristic alteration, intricacy of accepting system in
the future outlook causes architecture decay. In addition, to the unawareness, misinterpretation of the AD requirements, ignorance of architecture standards,
principles with its needs to the conformance of architectural design to customer business requirements. Also, due to the inherent complexity in architecture,
results in developers failing to understand architecture. Insufficient time leads to architecture decay. Invisible architecture smells is difficult to detect and
visualize it manually to interpret the problem indications for immediate solutions. In order meet the deadline, the Dev-ops team adopts the attitude of quick fix
nature or fix it later, and/ or keeping it to future release and place it as a request for enhancement (RFE), or if they have time and if they remember they fix it,
they postpone fixing when they redesign the system.
The architecture plays significant role in development of cloud software and services, during following
1.
2.
3.

When the architecture decays due to changing without testing or introducing new architecture to older one without refactoring with components are not
immutable although the mechanism of their transformation would hardly be recognized by an architects.
The effort wanted during architectural decay is caused from the individual smell without external interference. May be internal smells existing in the architecture
inherently may cause architecture to radiate smell and decay gradually, due to toxicity.
The architectural decay is statistical progression primarily that obeys the laws of likelihood, No root consequence liaison is involved in architecture decay only
on assured likelihood per unit time. Refactoring cannot account for such behaviour although fits naturally into framework of reference for software engineering
list the decay nodes. Also, it lists the smells stable and unstable architecture smells with right complexity and loose coupling of its components. Strangeness in
architectural decay is the behaviour. Monitoring and assessing the architecture at the regular interval can also prevent abrupt failure of the system.
2.4.2.1 Avoiding and averting the Architectural decay and AE
It can be done by initiating with a sustainable architecture - test and check the framed long sustained architecture using changing scenarios, user stories, or use
cases or epics. Design the sustainable architecture focussing on the current needs with minimal added effort and option to keep future generation needs with
additions and extensible needs. Build the evolving architecture that is flexible to evolving scenarios and needs. Design the architecture to keep the computing
system with its structure intact, and ahead in the direction of futuristic computing needs. Envisage and visualize control, inspect and make transparent
architecture as the software evolves with in-depth, focussing on the problem or issue. Deliver quickly and react to the growing requirements and adjust to
evolving technologies along with changes in the market conditions. Use the looping and continuous feedback driven, pragmatic advances using empirical
process control, maintaining transparency, assessment, and adaptation helps in averting the AD decay. Compare as-is to as-planned architecture regularly. Use
the measures to gauge by using the metrics to emphasize architectural smells. Re-factor continuously to sustain integrity and catalogue things to have been
prepared to slow down or prevent architectural decay. The architecture must be flexible to meet the emerging needs while ensuring intact and optimistic
architecture should meet QOS provision. It helps in enabling and staining the integrity and can help avoid Architecture decay
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2.5 Resulting consequences of Architecture Entropy
―Entropy cutback‖ [50] is harvesting of the reusing and refactoring opportunities for the architecture design process of cleanup up of the mess-up made or
occurred during the evolution of the coarse-grained process of SDLC activities throughout the growth spurt. In a nutshell, architecture entropy attempts to
identify, describe, label and the complexity state of a cloud, enterprise service oriented micro and macro architecture of the computing system. In statistical
physics, and thermodynamics, entropy disorder is used to judge and calculate the chaos disturbance and confusion in a closed physical computing system under
study. Higher value of the entropy measure represents higher disorder state of the system under consideration due to toxicity. This measurement of dimension,
extent-depth and amount of disorder/disruption can be sent across to IT architecture. In the physics of thermodynamics, the entropy expansion in general is
gained from an exterior source of energy in the form of heat.
2.5.1 Facets of Architecture Entropy
As already stated, architectural entropy can be perceived as the destructive consequences of the improper programming or coding, higher complexities giving
rise to either short-circuiting or content leakage issue, content replication etc. Some of the key reasons of AE are given as follows: •Copy replica and
reduplication: Designing the functional and object methods in more than one place instead of using it as global functions and reusing the same functions. •Short
circuiting or shortcut ways: By passing the order of the flow of information between the interrelated components to save time and later adding the other
components to compensate the flow order. •Stove piping: intentional lock up obligation, rather than the engineered extensions. •Hard coding: using record and
playback, also using short cuts. Also, by avoidance of the elasticity and flexibility to crack the crisis on the same day with bigger reflection increases AE. The
following Figure 2.10 presents a depiction of the dominating causes of the architectural entropy.
In the design/blueprint consolidation (simplification generality) stage - entropy diminution takes place; architectural design class hierarchy is-rationalized,
abstract classes mirror the structural regularities of the problem domain/ surfaces. Redesign structure, evolution permits the designer to develop the application
suite. Redesign and recast white-box hierarchies as black-box components with paired exploratory prototyping, programming and testing. Showing the trenches,
in raw source code by recycling, refactoring the source code using the successive (re) application, (re) spinning, (re) engineered and reformulating the source
code for reusing it for futuristic needs. Refactoring in general does not alter the way the system works, but relatively progresses its composition and association
helps the components to accommodate the futuristic changes by reforming, performing and transforming. In the multilateral cloud ecosystem, diverse people and
business have diverse needs, and as requirements change over time it becomes progressively more complex, and turn into more intricate to change ossification
become a barrier to the computing system architecture evolution. It also, hampers the architecture's ability to cope with varying requirements. Mainly, these
difficulties arrive from defect/fault repair, system crash fixes, bug fixes, vulnerabilities, recovery, and patches integration, updates, computing infra hardware
resources evolution, virtual computing, and evolution of servicing addition of new features. Malleability of architecture availed to let it to be tailored to meet
better personal and customizable needs for overwhelming tasks. Tailor and reuse existing abstract classes, modules, models, prototypes, proof of concepts
(POC), scenarios, use cases, frameworks, or components so that they accurately meet their needs of the new flexible architecture off-the-rack solution remedy to
a cut-and-paste job on the original.

Lowering the
operational
cost

Architectureal
entropy

Lowering the
cost of
constrution
and fabrication

Lowering the
cost of
changes

Figure 2.10 Causes of architecture entropy
Tailor and customize the systems to rally their customer's individual needs. Build computing systems architecture which can acclimatize to changing needs as
business requirements change. Let the systems architecture to change in a cycle of controlled small progressive sequence of steps, in order to stay the latent
upheaval budding with the result from change postponed with reuse potential. Building it to house archetype evolution can anticipate untimely obsolescence.
The construction of systems architecture can be done using dynamic instruments and automated tools with evolution to perform in real time with runtime
mechanics of their performance in terms of the structure and behavioral evolution with a certain degree of autonomy.
2.5.2 An high-level illustration of architectural entropy in action and practice
This example is presented based on our own real-time industry experience. But the concepts and outcomes are real in all cloud enterprise. In the figures 2.11
And 2.12 below, is shown the complex part of the cloud computing enterprise components of architecture. It shows many complex connections and
communication between interlinked components of ‗A‘ modules to ‗I‘ modules which lead to increased change cost. After changes are accommodated by adding
the cloud, enterprise bus component to the existing architecture, the complexity of communication and transactions are minimized by commissioning and
providing the simplified connectivity. While the component labelled D, G and H have been de-commissioned from the service with clean
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Figure 2.11 shows typical Initiative collaboration with the as-is enterprise components.
structured and organized fashion, it‘s expensive to support. But in reality, during the delivery stage it has turned out to be very hard to substantiate altering the
traditional proprietary systems which were running and executing successfully

Figure 2.13 shows the vision state.

Figure 2.14 shows Eventual entropy state representation after changes accommodated
for years without any issues and problems in migrating to enterprise cloud computing environment.
In figure 2.13, some relations and connectivity‘s are shortened, but others retained for operations and execution reasons and for better performance reasons in
real-time. The results are short-term pressures to deliver early benefits. The transitional architecture is less complex compared to earlier complex architecture,
but the latest release version will be clean room architecture with tidy components. Connectivity‘s bypassing the Cloud ESB is re-instituted due to faster and
cheaper gain in the short-term. Figure 2.14 shows Eventual entropy state representation after changes accommodated
2.5.3. Outcome of the above real time illustration:
1. The plan when implementing the above components of the architecture is used just to give the business what was needed on a timely basis as soon as possible
and then clean tidy IT architecture in the next version release. The price of the later version releases could not be justified but it didn‘t happen.
2. The added computing, IT complexity increased along with the down flow costs and as a result corporation management and technical stakeholders
championed and opted shorter, faster and cheaper alternative choices to follow the stratagem.
3. The plan was based on realizing the logical and physical relationship and implementing the open systems and downsizing and decommissioning proprietary
based legacy system. But later, it was realized that there were many tight coupling between the components and interdependencies of the proprietary systems.
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So, the refactoring and decommissioning activity was found to be very much costly and the initiatives of the decommissioning were halted and it was decided to
keep the subsystems.
4. The refactoring work needed extra effort, cost and time, so the past short-term strategic solution which was planned earlier, was intended for the short time
duration, but at present it‘s now many years old (obsolete). The process of refactoring is delayed and not carried out, resulting in the increase in the entropy of
the computing system, and is consistently complex and expensive.
A Corollary: The entropy growth is straight away correlated to increasing prices and extra effort and more time to schedule pressures. As a result, the higher the
measure of the entropy gain, the higher is the gain in the overall architecture disorderliness and disrupting the business and related operational costs.
It is concluded that architectural entropy will always subsist eternally in the computing systems. There is no way to prevent the accruing entropy gain. The only
practical solution is to generate alertness of the subsistence of architecture which will help to reduce the entropy. Work effort and work process have to be spent
to measure, and manage the impacts of the decisions for a long run of the business architecture agility. The short-term behaviours that burden un-constructively
influencing cloud computing enterprise architecture entropy should be lessened.
2.6 Occurrence of Security debt due to AE
Various dimensions of the technical debt include architecture debt, design debt, configuration debt, code debt, documentation debt, and test debt. The recent one
is the security debt, this debt note, or debenture is realised with profit based on the mission capability. It may be short term borrowing of accrual debt, with
return of the benefits in the form of interest for the premium for the acquired discount on the shares. The organization acquires the technical debt build up with
security debt; service security should be the integral part and plug-in in the each and every phases of the software development stage of life cycle (SDLC)
processes. There is wide need for the security developers across the industry. The IT security is given more importance in the financial domain including
banking sectors but is ignored by the other domains in the cloud with least significance in public, hybrid and community cloud. The security is critical in many
cloud access points in Internet web due to era of IOT, and big data where the cyber terrorists cause the malicious activities by the attackers, hackers and rogue
elements who hack the refrigerator to see that the owner is not in home.
With the innovation of the new technology building the security is plugged into everything we craft based on its weather in on premise or in cloud. Along with
the support of the devices groups are networked in customer sites and in return reported back to the clients for assisting the diagnostics. With each significant
part the security should be engineered and inbuilt into the system. Now the time is ripe to see most of the coders to see the security as the job in cloud systems.
The main basic principles include security debt as expensive one and the thinking of the security later needs to be changed with the management mindset. Due
to the organizations grab the low hanging fruit in low ROI with the security implementations, concentrating more on the growth of the software efficiency and
ignoring the security at the initial design, may cause the problems in the future years of the long term business run. With the difficulty to add the security at the
later existing vulnerable system leads to increase in the security debt. This indicates the presence of the toxic security holes with budgeted time, effort, and
resources is essential and consumes more to make the required changes at the later stage of SDLC. So one needs to choose the part of paying initial stage
negligence creates back the down the borrowed principal by the process of refactoring the closer and soiled design.
Due to ignorance of the security at the initial stages leads to consumption of more time and it becomes more cumbersome to re-engineer to secure the computing
system due to nippy and soiled AD choices set. This stresses the need to incorporate and build the security in the systems in the architectural design right from
the beginning. This highlights the need to avoid the technical security debt and covers the possibilities to implement the security right from the beginning in
order to avoid the toxicity and latent rooted in architecture. The dev-ops engineers need to begin thinking about the designed and developed code that may be
attacked and start the design from that perspective. One should not trust any invalidated and un-authenticated data and see the data as the rule one. One also
should never trust the users as they are the key to security being the professional paranoid to check each time that the how once can or may breach the other
systems inadvertently, with the illustration on denial of service attacks in IOT due to toxic architecture having rooted vulnerabilities.
The security plan should be trustable to users to implement the right security so that the computing system should be inherently timid despite other security
measures implemented in place or on board. It is essential to accurately sanitize the entire required user input. Check For illustration, the usage of Eval an open
source used by the java script coders is cautioned not to use the eval(), if used, it leads to the system being opened to the random users. The paranoia of the
security testing is essential with code in documentation with each code should be subjected to security checks. It is stressing essential for the users to make the
security something one should opt out of, not to opt into by assuming the stakeholders will go out of their own way to secure the things of the computing
systems. Also, the organizations need to use the tools to standardize the security with individual needs and not to think something about making the security
easy with least path resistance. Then superficially, users should be directed to opt in security instead of opting out. It is better to make it mandatory to make it to
use the cloud service in secure way. Also, the organization should focus on good security hygiene; implement good security habits and culture across the
corporation, by using the tools to standardize the security implementation. With each entity or stakeholders should think about securing the system including the
developers and testers and security engineers making the security has a service is essential. Also, the fresh graduate engineering students need security training
with the coding standards, and the mandatory contributors with the metrics in place for compliance for the security requirements to measure it as a culture in
each organization. One should follow the secure password principles mandatory with multifactor authentication as robust. Reduction of reduce the security debt
avoid creating new debt, and help to pay the existing debt, as under:
1. By making the security as the priority – We should not ignore the problem; it needs to make the security a commitment, with empowered security creation by
the software security group. Integrate the security into the SDLC processes and stages by building the software security program design.
2. Recognize and fuse accrued debt- One should make the complete principal amount instead of making part payments. After identifying the debt the security
debt it is stressing need to decide what applications service exist in the system, and the risks posed by it. Once, on identification one can prioritize the risks for
remediation, negotiation, and start paying down the accrued debt, by risk ranking.
3. Secure architectural design matters- By making the commitment to securely design the architecture. Negligence can create the security debt prior to writing
the first LOC. Identify the design flaws; scale the architecture with the risk analysis by way of the central secure design
4. There should be never end for new learning- Coders should be trained in secured development and dev-ops processes and practices with well known
vulnerabilities can be avoided to show up in the code with the developed applications can be avoided from the compromising attack vectors.
5. Shift testing to the left- Corporations should start implementing the security from the beginning, if neglected at the initial stages, and in the end it affects the
productivity negatively and results in ignoring the detected vulnerabilities, and fails to deliver more secure and reliable software defined service or computing
system.
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In the developing IT industry, the taxes and the service expiry are inevitable, but still there is a need to take the measure to avoid and prevent both. By knowing
the security debt incurred it helps to create a proactive strategy in the business with successful reduction of the new debt creation and it helps to pay back the
accrued debt.
2.6.1 Reasons for the occurrence security debt: Security debt is the new dimension of Technical Debt occurring due to architecture entropy: We are aware
that technical debt in IT industry represents the longer term burden on the coders and architecting teams incurred by taking the shortest paths and shortcuts. By
doing the quick and dirty design and architectural choices sets the technical debt on similar lines of technical debt, with payment of interest in terms of extra
effort in future due course of software development (SDLC) stages. So, one needs to choose the part of paying the interest or paying back the down the principal
by refactoring the quicker and dirty design. The security debt term arises when the leading industry snap chats company with its popular service vending for
photo messaging service with billions and trillions of users compromised by the hacktivism activities in 2014. Leaking the user names due to the ignorance of
the warnings for few months together by the snap chat, this disclosure puts the users with risk of the data leaked weirdly. In addition, in the mobile computing
service vending organizations exposed the vulnerability of bypassing the PayPal multifactor authentication process. Also, the now the keyboard and touch pad
flaws in the Samsung cell phone impacted the millions of the leading mobile Smartphone users. Another instance the hackers hacked the customer accounts via
the compromised Starbucks mobile app.
These types of the security debt arise due to lacking in proper testing practices using strategic testing techniques. In addition to the security preparedness at the
initial stage negligence creates the longer term cost outlay to the corporations to merely putting off to future stages, postponement. This results in the security
failure in shorter terms and more costs melting snowball in the enduring term. The coders‘ needs to improve the security implementation associated with
security testing team as part of the SDLC. Paying for the security in the initial stages helps to reduce the investment of the cost and resources in future. In
business continuity we can note that the mobile service vending organizations are not paying sufficient up front for best security implementation and designing
practices when building the apps as a service over cloud.
2.6.2 The presence of the architecture rooted vulnerabilities due to security debt
In general the vulnerabilities highlight the facts that the enterprises in cloud is prone to the immense risk due to lacking in the security readiness in today‘s
Internet based virtual cloud computing world. The corporations developing the apps suffer due to the cost of fixing the problem, due to the credit monitoring
services. Also, due to apparent risks, due to facing the regulatory and compliance actions struggling for months and years to repair the lost identity in the
market. This organization suffers from the stolen rational property rights and they pay more even dearly. Remotely those organizations land with growing
security debt instead of paying it back in short term. With the proper corporation awareness and proper testing practices can cost less than facing the risky
alternatives. The metaphor of security debt helps to raise the awareness about the crediting security issues persisting in the organizations. The technical debt
emphasizes the consequences of using the poor technical and engineering practices due to using the shortcuts and dirty practices and diluting the standard
practices to speed up the IT service vending projects applied in the context of SDLC. In the context of the information security it still needs multiple levels
representing the security debt. The security debt is the consequence of the technical debt and its dimension in design debt, architecture debt, code debt,
configuration debt, documentation debt; in addition there are some contributing factors to set it to differ apart. Mainly, the technical debt is concerned with the
service or application quality, code maintainability whilst, the security debt occurs due to the probability of breaching the security practices and its
implementation cost and ignorance of security implementation at the initial stages. Whereas the technical debt can be paid back with refactoring and testing and
refining based technical solutions. For illustration of code rewriting, where as the security debt includes the technical, organizational, administrative process and
changes, with alternatives.
Applying the financial model to security debt is complex, fixing the security issues for the given apps service or system is like paying the principal amount. The
cost of the breach in the business can be considered as the varied rate of interest which may rise or fall down depending on the influencing factors. Some of
these impacting factors may be out of control, for illustration, depending on the attackers attracted by the system, application, service type and the organization,
business domain, where the security issues resides as a residue. The interest on the security debt may have to be paid from the range of zero on the security
issues solved without being discovered or noted by the attacker, hackers and rogue elements exploiting it. All the way it may be with the business crippling
amounts with immense breach of the security levels impacting the multiple stakeholders and users with loss of the company branded image in the market as a
consequence.
2.6.2.1 How does the security debt occur and its relation to AE?
There are multiple ways for an organization vending by which the services get accrued with security debt. One of the common causes is that on commencement
of the new service, it is implemented without decision on the type and implementation of the security in review during its SDLC, and Security life cycle. On
common grounds of the customary technical debt, the security debt in general accrues due to the lacking in the appropriate maintenance of the computing system
and services. The maintenance inclusive of the piece of the program coded for the computing system project relying on the 3rd party module component. Usage
of the shortcuts in implementing the security measures, improper security configurations for examples: firewall, antivirus, VPN‘s, honey pots, IDPS, log
monitoring, scanning, improper smart visualization are illustrative of the accrual of the security debt. Missing the security system updates, essential to maintain
the apps up-to-date also leads to generation of the security debt. Lacking the proper monitoring and visualization of accessibility in physical data centre using
the CCTV monitoring, violation of the physical security also leads to accruing security debt. Violation or dilution or negligence of the proper industry
benchmarked security standards, procedures, guidelines, policies, regulations, compliances, of the standard organizations leads to the accrual of the security debt
accrual. Improper configuration of the security implementation (security plug-in) at each phase of the SDLC till the last lifespan of the business service leads to
the accruing security debt. Non compatibility of the legacy proprietary apps residing or hosted in the ancient servers or server less app residing leads to security
debt.
Improper configuration of the user accounts, presence of malicious software, security holes in the apps software service devised leads to security debt. Security
processes can also be the source origin of the security debt whence usage of the short paths and short cuts applied in the security architecture and design and
implementation. For illustration, the cloud service vending corporations install and configure the logs management security solutions. Due to lacking of the
resources, financial or other system of technical constraints, whilst the logs congregated on reviewing the process is missed or incomplete. Or none of the
security analysts or architects is available in the corporation to perform the dedicated review regularly or not at all. Incurring such type of the security debt is
more disastrous which shows the rooted vulnerabilities at the solution security architecture since it can escape the review notice at simultaneously and may
generate the false sense of the security implementation. The awareness on the security debt is utmost important due the fact because most of the times the
presence of the security holes in the system goes unnoticed for longer duration and it will be even too late. It leads to disastrous situation which can be exploited
by rogue elements. So the security debt awareness metaphor helps to address the issues in long way instead of it may remain as a residue in the system hosted
stay unattended for longer time.
3.2 Accomplishing architecture symmetrical equilibrium balance for AE management
Reaching the goal of realizing the architectural integrity of the computing system is with the balancing of the CAPEX and OPEX, maximizing the ROI.
Achieving the goal is hard and on the consecrated holy, divine grails of IT computing system. But, still it is required trying to balance the best with great effort.
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3.2.1 Managing Architecture entropy: The rank of the entropy gain is inconsistent: There are various factors which influence the level of the gain of the
entropy of the computing system, some of them are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Technical governance and control potency.
General outlay budget spent on the business.
Business attitude towards the complexity and uncertainty in the IT computing system.
Organizational prioritization and preferences to calculate the strategic tacit versus the tactical plan.
The environment and setting level of the complexity and uncertainty level in the computing system.
The quantity of entropy gain is inevitable in real production time due to market pressure from the management, cost budget, time schedule and effort for
refactoring. The amount of downstream impact is minimized with proper and suitable governance, control and monitoring and administration. Eventually, the IT
computing system enterprise relationship with the trade stakeholders find the level of the entropy and its gain.
The only workable solution is to measure the scales of the entropy → Manage, with fitting governance and control, monitor → Minimize the level of entropy
with the proper steps and continuous refactoring.
The brief of the mentioned approach is given as follows:
3.2.2 Measuring the Entropy scales: The simple, possible way to measure the level of entropy gain is to watch and focus on the down streaming investment
costs of an exacting price tag in implementing security. It requires stopping only focusing on the business use cases and user stories or epoch‘s implementation
and execution. Focus and concentrate on the common business portfolios, changing scenarios over next 5 years business cost down the line, do research on the
ways of implementing security and refactoring the existing architecture on the long-term avenue of minimizing the cost and in turn the accrued entropy of the
computing organization
3.2.3 Computing the average or standard Cost per-annum: When evaluating the resolution choices using the strategic planning and tactical method by
taking into account of the average price per annum rather than forthright direct cost up front when comparing the options is given by Average Price per annum

(P)=

(15)

Where P = Average price per annum, X= approximate quantity of changes in the computing system per annum which is constant, for all choices of the security
architecture and its implementation. Y = the time-span for the solution (constant for all the choices). Primarily, the process of entropy management and control
encompasses the following: a. Fortify sound governance and control over the computing system to manage changes in order to reduce the threat due to shortterm changes causing long-standing expense prices. b. Use the checklist to track the design solutions implemented in complete software development life cycle.
c. Stay tuned and focused on minimizing the cost. d. Strongly and securely manage and control the divergence and exceptions handling from the solution
architecture for the new computing system.
3.2.4. Minimizing the architecture entropy: Some of the key solutions identified for architectural entropy reduction are given as follows: a. Ensure that each
refactoring solution for each release and associated version offer value to the business and IT. b. Use the version history to decide the current costs and to
decrease the costs. c. Use the tactical stratagem with due caution, with well planned stronger exit plan for the tacit solution. d. Calculate the Full life span cycle
cost of implementation, cost of the tacit solution of refactoring using pragmatic solution. Each solution should be balanced with an equilibrium point between
the architecture cleanliness; free from entropy disorder with overall cost it met. In this research work it has been identified that architectural entropy will always
subsist eternally in the computing systems. There is no way to prevent the accruing entropy gain. The only practical solution is to generate alertness of the
subsistence of architecture will help to reduce the entropy. The work effort and work process to be spent to measure, and manage the impacts of the decisions for
a long run of the business architecture agility. Lessen and curtail the short-term behaviours that burden un-constructively influencing cloud computing enterprise
architecture entropy using the analytics to virtual reality IT services.
3.2.5 Approaches for doing architecture entropy analysis:In general, there are three predominant methods for architectural entropy analysis. These are:
1. Micro and Macro architecture analysis
2. Partial and total architecture analysis
3. Architecture equilibrium analysis
3.2.5.1 Micro and Macro architecture analysis :Typically macro architectural analysis refers to the study of the architectural behaviour of the individual unit
which may be a particular value or any other unit of architecture, and system under study. On other hand, Micro architecture analysis is alarmed with definite
economic component a comprehensive contemplation of the actions of these entity components. It is the revision of a particular entity unit rather than every bit
of the computing system units pooled collectively. It amounts to the consumer satisfaction, with maximizing profit by minimizing the cost by determining the
particular cost of the unit of factors causing the debt vulnerability. It is examined individually. It is valuable in accomplishing bird‘s eye vision in exceptionally
precise mechanism of our monetary system.
Micro architecture analysis covers
o
o
o
o

Theory of product services architecture with its 2 constituents viz.
The theory of CCS service consumers demand.
The theory of service production and cost along with debt incurred.
Theory of debt factor pricing.
The 3 types of micro architectural analysis includes
i) Micro architectural statistics
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ii) Comparative micro architectural statistics
iii) Micro architectural dynamics
A brief of aforementioned micro architectural analysis method is given as follows:
i) Micro architectural statistics: It is the method of analysis which deals with the relationship bonded-ness between different micro variables of architecture at a
given particular instant of time under the condition of equilibrium, assuming no alterations takes place with the force of co-erection of demand and supply of
CCS service is stable and equilibrium.
ii) Comparative micro architecture statistics: It is a method which compares the equilibrium and balanced position of the associated relation between micro
variables of micro architecture at varied and different points of time instances. Also, at different equilibrium which do not throw the highlight on the transition
from one equilibrium state to another, comparison is made.
iii) Micro architectural dynamics: It is a method used to explore the process whereby one stakeholder reaches from one equilibrium position to another.
Therefore it throws full light on the happenings in the transition. The micro architecture studies define the architecture behaviour of all the units of all
units/components of the architecture representing system as a whole. It aggregates the study of the micro units of CCS as a whole using total, i.e. instances of
architecture and output of the CCS systems as a whole with output. It is an aggregation by attaining a broad sketch of the configuration of the financial system,
and the association connecting the key aggregation. Some of the key major key points include:
a) Output of the constituents systems and functionalities of trade cycles.
b) Architecture debt inflation, deflation, and re-flation leading the architectural entropy.
c) It deals with distribution dealing with relative sharing.
3.2.5.2 Macro Architecture study: It deals with total output behaviour performance of the constitution of the CCS systems. Macro statistics is a method which
explains the aggregated relationship of the all the architectural components. The 3 types of macro architectural study include:
Macro architecture statistics
Comparative macro architecture statistics
Macro architecture dynamics
Macro architecture statics is a method that explains aggregated relationship of the all the architecture components in a stationary state with final equilibrium at a
particular point of time. Comparative macro architecture statistics signifies the comparative study of different equilibriums attained by the architecture and its
adjustment between two equilibrium positions. The Micro architecture dynamics refers to the study of architecture balance reached due to the result of changes
in macro architecture variables and aggregates with realistic method and complicated analysis method. It takes a complete account of all the changes in place of
the architecture during the transitional period between breakup of the old equilibrium and establishment of new one through the architecture refactoring.
Interdependence of the 2 architectural analyses
a)

Micro architectural analysis involves the macro architecture analysis for its proper understanding. Micro architectural analysis relates to individual component
of architecture of a single firm and solved using Macro architectural analysis. E.g.: The Market demand of CCS service of the total demand in the entire CCS
market industry. It determines the price level billing for service consumption.
b) Micro architectural analysis requires macro architectural analysis as it done to contain society based community. It is the sum of total individual components
of architectures of CCS.
Limitations and users of Micro architectural analysis: Some of the key limitations of the micro architectural analysis are listed below:

1.

2.
3.
4.

What is applicable to an individual component may not always be true in the case of architecture aggregation rather than abstraction individual components
failure. It may not reflect to the complete architectural component. So one should be cautious in applying the conclusion of micro architecture analysis to the
study of architectural aggregation.
Micro architecture concentrates only on small individual units of the economy instead of studying the whole system of collective functions of the architecture
systems.
It is does not give correct and proper picture of the working of whole architecture behaviour as it‘s preoccupied with individual components of the parts of
architecture.
It is unrealistic to assume that other components of architecture are stable and remain constant while analyzing particular component as other components never
remain constant continuously imitable.
Advantages of micro architectural analysis: It throws light on the micro architectural problems/vulnerabilities leading to smells and debt increasing the
toxicity.
Limitations of macro architectural analysis: Some of the key limitations of the macro architectural analysis include:

1.
2.
3.
4.

The whole CCS community architecture management may not be true for an individual component stakeholders of the CCS individual is a virtue
Study of aggregates may lead to adopt wrong conclusions which are not applicable to particular individual. It is wrong to assume that no section/unit of
multilateral community is affected due to prevailing competition, aggregate results mislead us on many occasion.
The structure of the aggregation is more important than the aggregation itself.
The measurement of the aggregates itself presents a number of complex problems in several cases.
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Benefits Macro architectural analysis: Some of the key limitations of the macro architectural analysis include:
1.
2.
3.

It gives an idea of how a complex architecture system functions. It provides a new way of analyzing the functioning of the computing system.
In second place it is essential for formulation policies for controlling business cycles, stability, and co-ordinates regulation act, architectural policies and to
properly organize, collect and analyze the data and accounting it helps the group of individual components or with a community as a whole.
It helps in Macro architectural analysis and is useful for the purpose of building and developing micro computing for the masses of individual.
3.2.5.3 Partial analysis and total architectural analysis: Partial analysis helps in treating the relative small area of architecture. It considers supply condition,
likes, dislikes of the customer and market condition, in difficult and complex situation. Partial analysis deals with individual sector of community of CCS such
as firms and industry. It is quite incomplete and unrealistic. It is incomplete because it does not consider the entire possible variable affecting the phenomenon
and is unrealistic as the sample space. It is considered on instalment base analysis. Total analysis is general analysis which involves analysing the architecture
system as a whole at the same time. It deals simultaneously with all independent variables which act and react upon each other. It is a complete and realistic
method.
3.2.5.4 Equilibrium Analysis: Equilibrium means equal balance. It is valuable in study of architectural behaviour, performance, security mechanism, resource
allocation etc. Equal balance implies a state of balance at rest with no changes. It is the position every CCS unit firm wants to achieve and stay there in.
Equilibrium implies a state of balance with two forces acting from opposite sides balance each other on a particular object, The demand and supply of CCS
forces in market act in the opposite direction and become equal to each other and balance each other. Architecture equilibrium with its definite activities has the
paramount potential beneath the state-of-affairs and it is advocated to change the conduct as protracted conditions remain unaffected. Thus a service client is in
balanced poise of stability when he gets the utmost fulfilment from a given architectural performances and security implementation once he attains the position
he sticks to it because any change in the allocation will reduce this satisfaction. He sticks to system because any change in the allocation will reduce customer
satisfaction, any community stakeholders attain equilibrium feels impelled when name of its member does not change this behaviour. Some of the key types of
the equilibrium types are listed below

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Stable, unstable, and neutral equilibrium
Short period and long period equilibrium
Unique (or single) and multiple equilibrium
Dependent and independent equilibrium
Static and dynamic equilibrium
Particular equilibrium and general equilibrium
3.2.5.4.1 Stable, unstable, and neutral equilibrium: Equilibrium is said to be stable when the architectural unit of CCS has a tendency to regain or re-establish
its initial position. No sooner it is disturbed from this position, when the system is disturbed. The forces of correction are set into motion to take the unit or
system back to the original position. Equilibrium is said to be neutral when the computing system being disturbed from its equilibrium position does not show
any tendency to move back to its original position. The outcome is set to rest in new position to which it has moved under the impact of the forces of
disturbances and attains new equilibrium position.
3.2.5.4.2. Short period and long period equilibrium: The classification is made on the basis of time. The petite period is a episode all through which delivery
can be attuned to the transforms in demand with existing means of demand and service offered, equilibrium attained in short period of time. Long period of
equilibrium is a period during which architecture elements can be adjusted to the changes in the demand by varying the means of production. Because of
sufficient time is available to increase or decrease the means of production so as to increase or decrease the supply and demand during the long period.
3.2.5.4.3. Single and multi equilibrium: It is said to be single or unique when there is only a single set of price, service quality supplied and service demanded
fulfils the conditions of equilibrium. Equilibrium is said to be multiple when several different sets of prices and quantities supplied and demanded satisfy the
condition of equilibrium.
3.2.5.4.4 Static and Dynamic Equilibrium: Static refers to the equilibrium of static or stationary demand share private cloud computing system architecture
and its closed architecture where everything remains constant and there is no incentive for a change in production and consumption remain constant. The
demand and supply remain constant.
Dynamic Equilibrium refers to the equilibrium of a dynamic or progressive computing system which every now and then keeps changing dynamically
according to market condition. It takes place when its total stock including both market and changes are constant rate per annum. Various factors change either
upward or downward and change at uniform rate.

Figure 3.6 showing the various stages of equilibrium
3.2.5.4.5 Partial and General Equilibrium: When the equilibrium pertains to single variable, it is called a partial or particular equilibrium and if the
equilibrium pertains to numerous variables set is called general equilibrium. It is simple and more effective analysis and easily comprehensive study of tone
particular aspect at a particular time for effective analysis with multiplicity of variables, with overall system functioning. This method is not based on restricted
data. It is a tool to understand the functioning of the system as a whole. It helps us in analyzing the primary, the secondary and tertiary effects of an initial
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disturbance of any sector in architecture of CCS. Demand of service refers to a period of time varied factors including buyer‘s interest, price of the substitutes or
competing products in the market, sales, and promotion by the company. The availability of the credit system, changes in buyer‘s tastes, buyer‘s needs and
preferences, geographical location, expected future trends in prices, advertising and sales promotion. The price and demand income and demand, prices of
related goods and demand, market demand schedule and demand function:
Q= f(p)

(3)

Q => quantity of cloud service demanded is a function of cost price represented by f (p).
3.3 Nature, type and range of CCS architectural entropy management
To avoid scope creeping of CCS architecture entropy disorder leading to cloud architecture smells resulting in architecture decay finally increase in the AE due
to toxicity. Due to rapid changing CCS environment business architect to implement and execute the designed architecture using the architectonics faces a
number of problems in a consequent variability, uncertainty, unpredictability. Since ultra modern CCS world is full of risks and associated uncertainties. There
is no exact theory available to find proper solution to the risks and uncertainties in order to achieve the desired objectives of the business with readymade
security solutions as applicable to rapidly changing computing world. There should be proper study for allocation of available resources securely to CCS firm
among its objectives for proper decision making process. While architecting and designing, the architectural planning process involves forward planning. The
decision making process is an important itinerary action, from the alternative choices of action available, by judging the situation and taking appropriate action
on particular time instant. Forward planning involves formulating plan for the future based on predictability and from past history and experiences seeking the
architectural support for future changes. Future decision making, forward planning for CCS architecting involves selection of choices of hardware, software,
firmware, middleware, and virtual ware resources management. This in terms of men, material, cost are limited and also utilizing for alternative purposes in
addition to the ordered usage in most efficient manner to realize the desired objective of the CCS service along with ROI.
Due to involvement of high risks, and uncertainty, formulation of the task of architectural decision creation and forward planning to accommodate the future
planning is more complicated by adding different dimension to it. The architect with exact and perfect domain in depth knowledge of the future prediction could
formulate plans for future without error and without need for the subsequent revisions. But, in reality, the architecture does not have complete and perfect
information of the CCS business about future needs, demands, sales, profits market condition. Also, it includes knowledge on user needs, security threats,
looping holes in the product planning, lacunae‘s, short comings, threats and future appearances adequacy etc. But, the architects design architecture based on
past data, experience, current business needs information, business specification, SRS and future estimates prediction etc. The architecture plans are
implemented over time with light on implementation helps whence they come to know more facts helps architects to revise, re-factor, refine and test the
architectural plans to adopt different course of actions. They are engaged with incessant course of decision making, familiar planning throughout undecided
outlook which runs over hand in hand by adjusting to uncertainty. Architecture agility deals with the diverse concepts, principles, relating to cost, service
productivity offering, measuring, billing, profit through ROI, meeting demand supply of services, business market competition, meeting customer demand
competency, and expectation, business cycles, goods service cycles, and maintainability etc. The rationale to aid decision building and forward prognostic
forecast is important in the architectural decision making. It is a mode of thought to analyze the CRS (customer requirement specification) and situation to
design the same. To design architecture it needs tools of analysis with relevance to existing standards and CRS and CCS firms vending the services and
architectural decisions and processes. Architecture and design bridge the gap between abstract of CCS (cloud computing system) CRS and existing practices,
standards across the industry for developing the CCS service. In practice there are number of tools available for detecting architectural debt, smells, leading to
architectural decay, resulting in architectural erosion and in turn this represents the increase architectural entropy due to toxicities. It helps in analyzing the
problems smelling smelly in organization and associated architecture classifying problems. By organizing and classifying the smells through evaluating the
smelly information, and in comparing and contrasting alternatives course of action for resolving architecture entropy and securing process of services. Under the
uncertainty conditions, the architecture establishes rules and facilities for the attainment of the desired goals of architectural management using analytical tools
to solve the architectural problems. The architecture is pragmatic in nature to solve the problems faced in business environment to make efficient use of
resources for the realization of the objectives of the firm offering CCS services.
3.4 Cloud Architecture Entropy and Optimization Scopes: The architecture reflects behavioural patterns and principles involved in the organization and
operations of an individual organizations/firm. The architecture should not only be interested in dogmatic principles and abstract issues of the software function
but it should also be capable of proving the correctness of the theoretical points of SRS, CRS, and BRS. But it should be pragmatic in nature and it should be
interested in getting the end results in a practical manner. The architecture should be based on macro, micro and nano-architectural analyses with tight and loose
coupling services with prescription rather than descriptive architecture. It advises what ought to be accomplished pragmatically, and how it should be realized. It
attempts to combine descriptive economics with added value judgments to arrive at policy conclusion. It also provides a framework with smart intelligent
understanding of CCS ecosystems in which whole CCS stakeholders business firm must operate and execute. This understanding enables a solution architect,
business architect, software architect to fiddle with in the paramount potential style with the peripheral forces, correction, coercions, threats, which architect has
no power but he plays a vital responsibility in the well being-nests of his firm. He does use of most modern ultra smart and intelligent tools of mathematical,
statistical, analytical, mechanical automated tools and techniques in the field of financial, technical auditing, accounting, marketing, billing, production, demand
forecasting analysis. By reusing the process of decision making using analytical thinking of forward planning, and backward planning analysis of the history.
3.4.1. Architecture should give due importance to NFR’s business factors, such as CCS software behavioural factors, environmental forces, correction,
technological limitations etc which greatly influence and drive the business architecture decisions. Architecture should adopt a realistic pragmatic approach
followed by the firm in practical world.
3.4.2. Aspects of application of architecture entropy factor to architecture smells leading to architecture debt to prevent erosion.
i.
ii.

iii.

iv.
v.
vi.

Reconciling old monolithic theoretical concepts of standards and policies of architecture design in relation to their actual business secretarial, supervisory
market/business specific behaviour and condition.
While designing the architecture, the technique of analysis by panel of experts builds a model with certain assumptions, made and on the basis conclusions are
drawn but some are unrealistic with firm‘s actual behaviour. So it needs to reunite the authentic abstract principles based on simplified hypothesis using concrete
administrative industry practices and fabricate it up and reformulate, redesign, re-factor the architecture based on needs.
Estimate architectural and design relationship to secure the process via measuring of different types of CCS demand elasticity‘s such as demand elasticity,
business elasticity, resource elasticity, computing elasticity. CAPEX and OPEX elasticity, cross computing elasticity‘s, profit and gain elasticity‘s cross output
relationship. This estimation of relationship and elasticity helps in CCS components demand forecasting.
Predicting relevant business quantities factors such as price, demand, cost, capital, market security, trust-ability, flexibility, numerical computed together with
probabilities, architecture under risks, uncertainty in lights of estimates assumption, decision making and forward planning, analysis became easier.
Use of architecture quantities in decision making, forward planning ultra modern forecast and smart analysis on the basis of standards, policies, guidelines, and
plans can be formulated for the future.
Perceptive of major external forces assemble the cloud business system in which CCS organization is functional and the structural design must put up to changes
and adjust to unexpected events. This understanding helps to see the relevance and effects of business cycles, fluctuations in service components of CCS. It
results in making profit by CCS architecture components operations, policies and standards pertaining to taxation, billing, pricing elasticity, trade, trust ability,
security, stability, cross components relationship. Also, third party components licensing control administration and adjusting the business in relation to the
fastidious business entity comportment in intelligence and its collision of the external factors.
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3.4.3 Scope of the architectural entropy: Exact scope to be analyzed including scope of business managerial study includes
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Subject matter.
Central concept in architecture entropy causing factors and management of AE.
Architectural entropy limitation decisions, policies and practices.
Architecture entropy optimization.
Entropy managerial economics.
3.4.3.1 Subject Matter: It includes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CCS demand analysis and forecasting.
Architecture costing and pragmatic analysis.
Architecture decisions policies practices, guidelines.
Architecture management.
Architecture entropy minimization.
3.4.3.1.1 CCS demand analysis and forecasting: CCS organization engaged in transforming productive computing resources into services via CCS to be sold
in CC market. The accurate estimation of demand with forecast of future sales offers a guide to architect components for preparing the service production
schedules and employing resources in the architectures. It helps to maintain, strengthen its market position and enlarge the business. Service demand analysis
helps to proper identification of various factors that influences the demand for the firm‘s product and provides guidelines to architect the CCS architecture to
manipulate the demands. The factors that influence the architecture design are called the architecture determinants, Architecture distinctions, architecture
forecasting between components and subcomponents which are distributed in nature.
3.4.3.1.2 Architectural initial investments and pragmatic analysis: An accurate costing and pragmatic analysis is essential to profit, control, with sound
programming policies and practices estimating and determining factors causing variations is essential for planning. It is not always known, controllable element
of uncertainty. Architectural components and subcomponents are interconnected; it proceeds in terms of security, visualize-ability, classification of architectural
output relationships, scalability, flexibility, production functionality and other non functional requirements and controlling etc.
3.4.4 Architecture and design decision policies and practices: Profit gain in security and easier functionality and business instance improvement is the
revenue of CCS firm. The success of the firm depends on the precision of architecture assessment engaged by it with utmost care in architecture and design
decision of the architecture influencing factors resolve to arrive at architecture decisions. The architects should know cloud markets conditions degree of
competition prevailing steps to re-factor the architecture. Also, the promotions to re-factor to host charges, architecture decisions policies and design practices
cover, architecture determination. As different types of markets, service types, service needs for design methodology of architecture with differential elasticity,
hosting the product line and service pricing for demand with their competency and forecasting among the rivals.
3.4.4.1 Architecture entropy management: The primary goal of every CCS firm is to earn profit in CAPEX and OPEX by securing the business as much as
possible at least cost component of uncertainty is the causative factor of architecture entropy in view of the fact that of discrepancy in expenses, engineering
revenues, caused by internal and external factors. Therefore, the CCS firms have to work under the condition of uncertainties. The causing factors of architecture
entropy are fluctuation in demand of services, business competency, and rivalry competition. Also, change in the demand, prices of inputs and products, lacking
security implementation, change in the degree of competition. In addition, change in the computing technology, programming environment changes, methods of
programming environment changes methods of programming in computing ecosystem. Also, the changes in policies, changes in socio-economical political
environmental condition cause the increase in entropy of architecture. The architecture entropy management needs to concentrate on a nature and measurement
of entropy, policies and technology. Also, it should use the techniques for managing architecture entropy, planning like break even analysis of entropy and its
impact on business.
3.4.4.2 Lucrative master management of architecture entropy: Planning, control of architecture entropy has 3 problems in general in viz. lacking to calculate
accurate entropy factors, choice of investment to reduce entropy, and optimal allocation of resources to reduce entropy. Architecture entropy management is
most complex and is difficult for CCS management and architects, involving very high level decisions. Due to the CCS is being full of risks, uncertainties and
capital investment needs to be done to reduce the entropy with complex at disposal needs problem relating to time and top level decisions.
Normative approach to reduce entropy : By using the normative and positive approach to reduce CCS architecture entropy; Positive approach deals with
things as they are in the world with descriptive in nature where as normative approach deals with things they are ought to be, or should be and with prescriptive
in nature. Normative is positive in character with prescriptive it deals with future planning, architectural policy making, decision making based on instance and
it involves how to use of architecture principles with value judgments. It also tells what aims and objectives ought to be perused by a firm and how best they
should be achieved.
3.4.4.3 The central concept of architecture entropy management: The yardstick to measure the entropy in success of secured business operations involves
delivering the intended business functionality by using the barometer of efficiency, progress, stability of business architecture. It is the litmus acid test to reduce
architecture entropy is measuring architecture ability, competence in architecture planning, and progression with incentive for endurance and expansion of the
business firm to continuance and survival of the CCS business profitability and security to cover the risks and avoid loss due to architecture entropy.
3.4.5 Optimum principle of architecture entropy: Principle aim is to assist the process of optimization and choice with numerical solutions to the problem of
architecture entropy with its constraints including the flexibility in the prices of architecture decision making. Architectural management and traditional
architecture distinction, is applied to decision making and forward planning for usual architectonic design is apprehensive with the provision of the existing
restricted infra resources. Also, with a vision to achieve minimum satisfactory gains:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i.

Ultra modern architecture (UMA) has both macro and micro aspect‘s tradition architecture is concerned with layered architecture.
Ultra architecture deals with architecture principles with application of UMA architecture principle to the computing problem of CCS firms.
Ultra modern architecture is both positive and normative aspects. But, management of architecture is essentially normative and prescriptive in nature.
UMA deals with firm‘s problems and also in individual stakeholder‘s business perspective in micro, nano and/or macro nature.
UMA deals with all the theories of distribution viz. profit, rent etc.
UMA deals with micro and macro FR‘s and NFR‘s requirements,
UMA presents human/market/business behaviour on the basis of certain assumptions, many times concerned with practical and pragmatic problems and issues.
The scope of CCS architecture protocol is wider than that of the method of managing architecture debt.
Concepts are frequently needed in management architecture.
CCS service/price/resource elasticity of demand
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Computing resource elasticity of demand.
Opportunity cost for security implementation at architecture level.
The multiplier for architecture entropy minimization in-terms of profit along with security of business and IT computing system.
Propensity to consume CCS services.
Marginal revenue/profit earned from CCS.
Speculative motive CCS service production function.
Balanced growth in market competition.
Liquidity and feasibility preference in-terms of secured using high ultra modern security architecture performance, security preference and factors, architecture
testability, and adaptivity.
The relation of architecture to design is applied in the field to the more fundamental but more abstract basic discipline from which it borrows concepts and
economic field.

x.

3.5 Relationship of UMA to other disciplines
1.

Architecture management and statistics
Architecture statistics is of numerical facts it collects, classifies and tabulates the numerical facts with a view to explain, describe or compare the phenomena
causing entropy. It deals with averages or probabilities and gives a complete data of various activities of the people designing and developing services.

i)

Architecture needs marshalling of quantitative data to find out the function relationship involved in decision making, using statistically derived or calculated
demand and price functions.
UMA use statistical methods for empirical testing of generalizations which are tested appropriately at root level architecture.
UMA use statistical methods for empirical testing of generalizations which is tested by checking alongside the information from the globe of realism are found
legitimate.
The architect does not usually possess exact information about the invariable variable affecting the architecture decision and hence they are required to deal with
uncertainty and future events, The probability theory on which statistics is based and can be usefully employed to solve the problem of uncertainty using
complexity theory x+iy.

ii)
iii)
iv)

Architectural advances based on experience it is realized that it should be both conceptual and metrical for which measurement of architecture entropy without
theory can only lead to false precision, theory without measurement can rarely be operationally useful. The devoted task of improving the architecture decision,
the scope can only be viewed as including these activities and techniques. UMA deals with model building i.e. construction of theoretical models helping in
decision making process. It makes use of highly mathematical tools to solve the architecture entropy problems. It can be used in the field of CCS service design
and development, specifications, acceptance of services, service control, quality control, marketing and demand analysis. It involves software, hardwa re, virtual
ware, firmware and programming, dealing with risks and uncertainty in business activities. Significance of architecture entropy management:
1.
2.

Tools and techniques for architecture decisions:Architecture management needs important tools and techniques for architecture decision building and
forward forecasting to CCS corporate assessment building method under the proviso of uncertainties.
Useful fundamental concepts and principles of architecture:
The architectural fundamental concepts or principles applicable to manage the CCS business firm include various aspects. The concepts/principles to the
architecture management decision to a CCS firm are opportunity/cost principle; incremental principle, time perspective principle, discounting principle, and
equi-marginal principle are very useful to the management in making architecture decision and formulating plan for future demand forecasting. It helps in
analyzing and solving the managerial problem and in increasing the efficiency and intelligence of architecture.

3.

Architecture solution to basic problems in CCS: It should provide the answers to the following problems of decision making
a. What are the components/modules, subcomponents should be in product mix?
b. What is the least cost of CCS production techniques and input mix with what proportionate should be the ideal input and or output relation?
c. What should be the input –output policy of the firm?
d. What should be an ideal architecture policy?
e. What should be the marketing/advertising or selling cost for devising service products?
4. Business data: It is quite essential for solving the complex problems of decision making; the architectural data is collected and analyzed in the light of the
business objectives, data to architecture management through architectonics. A managerial economist organizationally is placed nearer to the policy maker
simply, because his main task is to improve the quality to policy making as it affect short term operation and long range planning
5. Useful in forecasting: Architecture tasks such as product improvement, architecture service planning; sales promotion, quality control, resource planning etc
are used. Architect‘s function is not to take decision by himself but to analyze, conclude and recommend to the input. Hence he has to think, discuss and
comment instead of jumping into action at once. The architecture is pragmatic and realistic in nature. It is applied to solve the complex problem faced by a CCS
firm. It enables the firm to take apt decisions and attain success in its business.
3.6 Fundamental concepts and methods in architecture decision making processes: Methodologies to devise the architecture and design decision making,
forward planning process, predictive analytics etc, and number of analytical tools and concepts of architecture theory are used in managerial and architectural
ergonomics. The most important tools or principles include:
1. The opportunity of good architecture principles for designing CCS software systems.
2. The Incremental principle for good architecture design.
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3. The standard of time outlook.
4. The concession theory.
5. The equi-subsidiary theory.
I. The prospect of good structural design rule for CCS software systems is useful in the decision making process involving the choices between alternative
courses of actions. The next best alternative feasibility design which is forgone, the opportunity architecture for anything is most attractive alternative forgone or
the next best choice forgone. The cost of the architecture entropy that is sacrificed is the opportunity cost of the thing chosen.
a. The architecture opportunity cost of time.
b. The architecture opportunity cost of funds employed in the interest or profit out of the ventures.
c. The architecture opportunity cost of using resources to provide CCS services is the sacrifice of earning used for other service production.
d. The architecture opportunity cost of using idle resources in CCS is obviously less than that of the use of the space required for other activities.
The opportunity cost of architecture principles requires the measurement of sacrifice for decision making, forward planning and predictive analysis etc. It also
includes testing, refactoring and Security requirement and architecture implemented. The only costs which are relevant to business decisions are opportunity
costs. The value concerned in any assessment consists of the for-go of options obligatory due to that assessment. If there is no surrender, then no values are
involved in architecture programming. Business architecture decision must be based on clear understanding of the costs of alternatives and decisions on how
relevant these values in a given situation.
II The incremental principle of architecture: It involves the estimation of the impact of architecture entropy and decision alternatives, it emphasizes the
changes due to total architecture entropy and total impact loss due to architecture decay that result in architectural behaviour and changes in values, procedures,
ROI investments etc at stake in the decision. Incremental change in architecture change results from a particular decision. The refactoring or refining or
reworking on the redefined architecture with revolutionary decision of architecture is profitable one iff and only if:
1. It increases the performance more than expected.
2. Accommodates the changes under uncertainty, unpredictability and less complexity.
3. It is free from all the risks, uncertainty under marker rivals competition?
It cuts some outlays to a larger scope than it boosts other CCS. Architecture debt is accrued due to entropy, vendor refusal of orders, due to usage of shortcuts
and involved vulnerabilities they do not cover full secured architecture etc. Due to not repaying the debt i.e. there will be variable cost and fixed debt (Cost of
resources and repeated overhead incurred) with little bit of provision for profit. Because due to inconsistency with principal of incremental reasoning and profit
maximization in the short run. The architecture can accept and accommodate the new changes and execute it to earn some incremental way with certain
assumption.
i)
ii)

The existence of idle machine and computing resources which would otherwise go unutilized.
Absence if more profitable opportunities from architecture refactoring.
III The principle of time perspective: It deals with architectural planning with short rum and long run architectural decision making with value determination.
There are 4 types of CCS market run Viz. a. Very petite tiny duration instant of time period, b. Minuscule moment of instant of time duration period, c.
Protracted duration or instant of time period, d. Secular elongated in large range time duration period,
IV a. extremely petite epoch is a time interval CCS business service market supply remains fixed with whole stock on hand. b. Short period: refers to a period
with variable factors used in different quantities of architecture to host the changing demand with fixed factors remaining constant. c. Long period refers to a
period of time with sufficient to bring about the changes in all inputs both variable and fixed types with CCS service offered are completely adjusted to the cloud
factors of decision making process. d. Secular period is very long range CCS business by taking into account mutually the short sprint and lengthy sprints affect
on profits (ROI‘s) and expenditure giving appropriate weight-age to relevant time period duration.
IV. The discounting principle for architecture debt: It is the value to repay the debt based on value of money (or cost) has value at different points of time by
making a comparison and contrasting between the
present and future value of the business. It is better to discount the future values to make it comparable with the present value,

PV=

(16)

Where, PV signifies for present /in progress value, i - implies the price of interest for added architecture debt (AE). For longer period i.e. it is greater than a year

V=

for one year.

(17)

V=

for two year.

(18)
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For ‗n‘ years

V=

for n years,

(19)

Where ‗n‘ stands for certain number of years of continuing of service in the cloud environment. This formula is important for minimizing the architectural debt
by investing architectural changes, and refactoring decisions to repay the debt.
V. Equi-marginal principle: The architectural decision requires the input to repay the accrued debt that input ought to be so that velocity added to arrive at the
architecture decision by the last unit is same for all users. For the architecture debt minimization and in turn architectural entropy reduction various processes
needed to be carried out. The marginal return (MR) or gain for architecture A by refactoring and reworking is denoted by MR A, similarly, for MR for
architecture type B is represented by MRB and architecture C is represented by MRc and so on based on requirements.
i.e., MRA = MRB = MRC= …

(20)

This principle emphasizes equal returns with equal architecture performance of the input is different users input to enhance security performance meeting all
―ilities‖ give equi-marginal utilities. It can also represent the value added marginal return for architecture of service type A, B, and C, D is
VAMPA = VAMPB = VAMPC = VAMPD

(21)

It should be equal with architectural design decision for different activities with incremental cost with the law of diminishing debt entropy operate without any
effect. In order to minimize the architecture entropy of one activity it requires a reduction in the price of its product, it is necessary to make demanding
adjustments for the entire price outlay.
VIII Architecture Debt entropy increases due to
1. Ignorance of consumers: sometimes due to ignorance, consumers may buy in the costly market. They buy and use shortcuts to design and develop the
software product in cloud service by using cheap methods.
2. In times of scarcity: demand for necessary, demand for prestige goods, highly priced goods service.
3. Income effect and substitution effect.
4. Contraction of demand, contraction and extraction of demand attributed service product.
5. Increasing and decreasing the business demand in cloud market.
3.7 Factors governing demand of computing systems: The law of land demand states that demand changes when ever price changes as extension or
contraction of demand the factor changes due to changes other than price. Changes in population community related computing demands the boundary location,
religion society region, and country. This decreases the demand of computing services like:
1. Changes in computing technology and demands.
2. Changes in computing fashions, technology changes etc.
3. Changes in tastes of the service consumptions habits of stakeholders etc for demands of services, and resources also changes.
4. Changes in quantity and quality, price, services and goods increases with circulation in money.
5. Changes in sharing of profits and assets.
6. Accessibility of proxy of services.
7. Advertisement and marketing of the salesmanship.
8. Complementary goods.
9. Technical progress as result of invention and discovery.
3.7.1 Role of suppleness of demand of CCS: Transformation demands as an outcome of amendment in the outlay of CCS provision is called as outlay
suppleness of demand. Elasticity means responsiveness or sensitiveness, quality established and carted to ge the % change in the required value. It is the
proportion of consequential percentage adjusts in the price or it is a multilateral balanced transform in the measure demanded of CCS provision to a given
proportionate transform in its outlay. It is the relative amount of an alteration in the measure to a comparative adjusts in the outlay. Demand transform due to a
transform in the outlay of an article of trade or a service. The architecture value of elasticity demand means sensitiveness or receptiveness of a command to a
transform in outlay. It is the excellence of demand to change due to change in the price.

(22)
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(23)

Or

(24)

Where,

– signifies the elasticity of demand and its price elasticity.
Signifies the magnitude and value demanded before transform in outlay.

- Rise for the extent and value demanded after change in the outlay
– connotes for outlay transformed prior to price transform.
- connotes for cost subsequent to price transform.
The structural design assessment of suppleness of claim is also defined as

(25)

In symbolic terms

(26)

Or

Or

(27)

,

(28)

Where, Q - stands for the quantity demanded, P stands for the price,

stands for a change (increase or decrease) E stands for elasticity of demand

EP stands for price elasticity of demand. Measurement of price elasticity of demand,
a) Mathematical demand.

(29)

The suppleness is equivalent to unanimity when the claim transform by the identical proportion as the outlay.
b) Total expenditure method
One can consider the transformation in the price of a article of trade the resultant transforms in the demand for that value of service and final changes in the total
amount spend on that service.
c) The point method measure of demand

The percentage change demanded =

(30)

Proportion transform in outlay =

(31)

(32)

Price elasticity of demand and revenue relationship totality profits (TR), middling profits (AR), trivial profits (MR), Incremental profits (IR)
TR: - it is the quantity of service sold by the price
TR = P X Q

(33)

P- outlay, Q – measure sold.
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AR: - It is the revenue per unit of the product sold by isolating the sum ROI by the overall quantity of units sold.

AR =

(34)

AR is always equal to the price it is nothing by cost outlay. MR – MR is the additional revenue earned by selling an additional unit of commodity. Therefore, it
explains the vary in the total ROI when one more unit of a service offering is sold. Therefore, it explains the transformations in the total ROI (income/revenue)
when one more unit of commodity is sold. It is equal to variation amid the sum returns prior to and subsequent to the sale of additional unit of a commodity.

MR=

=

Where

,

(35)

– represents whole ROI prior to the auction of single or more supplementary entity

Represents whole ROI subsequent to the auction of one more additional unit.
= Represents original quantity sold.
Represents new quantity sold.
Incremental revenue (IR) means the difference between the new TR and old or existing TR.
IR=

=

MR=

=

(36)

,

(37)

1. Consumption function: total consumption expenditure C and total input effort (Y) in a particular period. Consumption function is a proclivity to consume C=
F(Y). The standard proclivity to consume (APC) and the subsidiary proclivity to consume (MPC)

APC =

=

MPC=

=

where

(38)

stands for change. (39)

3.7.2 Characteristics of consumption function:
1.
2.
3.

In the long run, relation of consumption to income is stable
In the short period the consumption function is largely unstable
During the periods of propensity, expenditure on consumption tends to increase absolutely.
The relationship between aggregate consumption and aggregate income is definite and predictable, relative prices, consumer service stocks, durability, and nondurability with high security of the products depends on consumption and decision and forecasting

Value gain =

(40)

Fractious stipulate elasticity Ec (cross elasticity) = proportionate percentage transform in the measure demanded of picky article of trade due to a transform in
the outlay of an additional allied article of trade.

Ec=

(41)

3.7.3 Advertising and demand
Competition and salesmanship and advertising
1. To create a new demand by informing the public about the availability of products, their merits etc.
2. Emphasizing the relative superiority of the product to the existing demand
3. Increase the demand for existing products by weaning people away from rival product
It educates the people good will
Demand = n + r, n
r

new or expansion demand

(42)

refers to replacement demand
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4. Petite sprint insist and protracted sprint claim oscillation claim inclination. Short sprint consigns to the active claim with its instantaneous response to outlay
transforms and profits oscillation, lengthy sprint entail novel state of affairs.
Factors: 1. Time logs in information and expenses
Due to lot of delay in knowing the relative changes in price, quality of the substitutes, delay on the part of consumers and alteration in their product.
5. Necessary investment more capital to take advantage of price changes.
Short term period factors should be as competitive structure, market condition, quality of products and their relative prices, etc affecting demand are likely to
remain constant. Relation between changes in sales due to fluctuation in demand, few strategic variables such as income, competitive price differentials, levels
of business activity etc.
In the long period everything changes and no factor remains constant, new technological development way of life and computation taste changes, Likes and
dislikes etc. Guide for planning investments and other long term commitments, through there are risks and uncertainties in such estimates. The decision hinges
on the correct projection of future growth on the basis of past data.
3.7.4 Factors influencing replacement demand:
1. Life of the product or service obsolesces due to changes in fashion or due to technological development. It needs to be replaced by a new one stock of the
durables and replacements rate goes on increasing, life durability of the product life expectancy of the product.
2. Value of the scope: Scope value is the service or product is high and replacement demand will also be greater.
3. Changes in piece and quality falls in price and improvement of quality of product.
4. Change in expansion demand.
Architectural factors influence expansion demand. a. Fiscal situation of patrons, repairs and functional overheads, particular facilities, price or credit condition.
3.1 Real-Time Instances of Architecture Entropy: Examples of AE:
Illustration 1: Features of C++ and Java Architecture : Real-world production computing system software often endures actively for several decades. In such
situations it is foreseeable for some architectural design decisions made before to get antiquated such has error handling. Try-catch exception handling, was not
supported in C++, later it's implemented in structured error handling implementation in Microsoft Visual C++ for windows platform and cleanly supported in
JAVA language and extended to support in Linux and Unix variants with source code portability independent of platform of OS and compiler independent
support is implemented. Hence, engineering draftsman has to vigilantly show the corollary outcomes and be cautious of making Architectural design decisions
are archaically obsolete. It is impractical to expect every budding difficulty that may arise in the future. However, it is vital to find an evolutionary path and craft
the transition to comprehending the creative ADDs as soft as potential.
Illustration 2: Treating with Security Vulnerabilities due to AE: A use case study is focused on the detection of Architectural design Debt, leading to AE
contrasted to human elicitation of architectural design Debt with automation tool-assisted identification. The results and outcome noted, are slightly overlapped
with the Architectural design debt reported in the literature and our own experience with various organizations in the industry and from the academic
experience. This use case study is a contribution to the architectural design debt landscape. It is found that imperfections in a cloud computing system are
caused due to market pressure, business competency, and lack of time schedule, and the computing system running and executing at higher future maintenance
cost leading to technical debt. The various dimensions that are revealed from our use case study is that classes, subclasses, member methods, need refactoring
(to resolve design debt). Test Debt occurs due to ignoring known defects these defects in architectural design are never fixed, also contribute to accruing debt.
The partially implemented using architectural design for the cloud computing stakeholder requirements contributes to the accruing debt. Inadequate scenarios
and use cases of the design lead testing debt. From various instances of the real time application, it is revealed that there is some debt causing factors are
explicitly hidden in the user requirement and design which needs to be identified and resolved.
This demonstrates the cloud computing system bugs seldom existing system in isolation. It is clear that architectural these architectural links are designed
blueprint flaws. Non-refactoring on timely basis is more expensive and protracted to tackle. The outlay of refactoring is pressing and outspoken and long-term
cost and schedule implications by creating the user business cases to rationalize refactoring to eliminate root causes of the architectural design debt and threats
to legitimacy: As part of the use case study, chiefly of a petite project threats to exterior validity are significant with an attempt to operate within breadth for
depth deeper insight with thorough investigation use case study, with larger sample in the architecture of this use case: provides the required insight of coders
knowledge about the ATD occurrence due to AE (as part of Architecture design leading to architectural entropy) in their code can dole out as ―land precision
exactness‖ aligned with which other types of ATD causing architectural entropy recognition. The classification can be practically compared. This study of
architectural entropy and its ATD is used as a measure to enumerate the effort essential for future maintenance of architecture to thwart AE items increases the
future maintenance cost, despite using the automated approach. The following research questions have been analyzed all attempts have been made to find
answers:
RQ1: How can architecture design entropy be recognized and acknowledged?
RQ2: What kind of architectural design entropy can be found in safety -vital systems?
RQ3: What are the effects of architecture design entropy?
RQ4: How to payback architecture design entropy?
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A use case study has been performed to counter the research questions. We have used above metrics to spot classes that are mainly prone to facade problems for
the system. Quantitative information was serened and investigated using explanatory statistics with higher priority and severity metric values than its threshold
values. In summing up, automatic static analysis in computing system software metrics and software quality using empirical knowledge about the architectural
design entropy analysis and detection using empirical knowledge about the different types of architectural design entropy. C3: Empirical knowledge about the
effects of having architectural design entropy analysis. C4: Empirical knowledge about paying architectural design entropy analysis.
Goal: To understand the individual elicitation of Architectural Design Debt and compare it to automate Architectural Design Debt identification
Research Questions: To identify the Architectural Design Debt identification tools to find issues parallel or different from those reported by dev-ops engineers
Study procedure: Clustered Group of multilaterally collaborated team of 5 developers working on a petite 10KLOC and designing the architectural design for
cloud stakeholder requirements using business driven, test driven, coding driven design driven, database-driven web application for the cloud computing
domain.



In this work it is questioned the stakeholders team:
That if they were provided a week long duration to work on the architectural design and coding the system on the given application, and all the coders and
archtiects and designers are informed to not to further add the features to the architectural design due to the newly evolving bussiness requriements and
technological innovations in the market. Also, further dev-ops team is advised not to allow the repair any existing system architecture, design and code bugs.
However, they are only asked to tackle ADD, and they were cued to monitor how they spend the time on?
Findings: Resulted in 15 Architectural Design Debt items standard using a template




At the same time, it is automated the stakeholder requirements using static analysis tools, for designing the architectural design a code smell detector, and a
metric calculator on the current code base
Contrast the results and outcomes
The Architectural Design Decree Space Analysis: This research has shown that faulty architectural design files rarely subsist unaided in significant computing
software systems. Connected architectural structures reveal major design flaws, transmit buggies among related design file structures are the architectural design
roots of buggies. The architectural design roots and locating them are the key principal sources of technical debt vulnerabilities in a cloud computing systems
project. Locating the typical industry people‘s intuition and informal practice based on our industry experience locating the architectural and design issues and
flaws proliferate and promulgate bugs among multiple related designs architectural records and files. Automation tool mines architectural design information,
operates and systematizes that data, and then investigates that operate form of the data to discover architectural design flaws leading to architectural design debt.
Economic Analysis: An ROI for finding the unstable interface detection leading to buggy changes, modularity violation cross module dependency, improper
inheritance, cyclic class and package dependencies, unstable can be repaired to refactoring.
Discussion




Sonar Qube automation tools have facilitated the detection of all the main architectural design debt and concerning half of the architectural design debt, as
reported by dev-ops engineers and architects designers.
Dev-ops engineers reported spending a rational quantity of time to document the architectural design debt casing factors and items, but instituted with principal
and sum total interest tough to evaluate
Bottom line: To identify architectural design debt




To interpret architectural design debt
To make a decision what‘s vital in architectural design debt
Conclusion of this use case study: A use case study examining and contrasting diverse approaches to identifying architectural design debt







Tools – architectural design debt, architectural design debt smells, and architectural design debt measuring metrics
Manual elicitation – dev-ops stakeholders reporting and documenting the most key instances, scenarios, features
Automation Tools can‘t substitute, swap manual effort, but tool discovers things that humans overlook
Result Aggregation, not harmony, is an Apted approach to merge the architectural design debt with other dimensions of Technical Debt items documented by
diverse multilateral collaborated dev-ops stakeholders
Subsequently step: a focal point multilaterally collaborated group with the dev-ops stakeholder group to get their critical opinions on the results.
The use case studies highlight few foremost concerns considered while building architectural decision for any resolution: - using legal paths for
modules/components/ libraries -to do-all the security from the very commencement to formulate the solution ―secure-by-design‖ and ―secure by architecture‖,
maintenance using potential transition paths, and architectural Designs for their amendments in the future. In numerous ways, architecting the software is
comparable to architecting the cities. One requires to persistent adaptation of the key cities' infrastructure, communications; or else, it causes embarrassment to
its customers. But, refactoring cities (and colossal complex software) are exceedingly tough in practice. Architecture symbolizes the major design decisions to
facilitate outline a computing system, measured by cost, time duration, effort of change implementation. The progression of building design and architecture
(and anon sprouting it) engrosses building a cycle of design decisions and ―Architectural Decisions‖ (ADs). One appears transversely with many motivating
real-world troubles linked to architectural choices and refactoring to tackle the problems. A large corporation has a victorious networked product as a service
over the cloud. More than a decade, the corporation marketed the service product to a large number of patron‘s world-wide. The team is accountable for
architecting, designing and developing the product inside the organization. Those were functioning and operational by adding numerous latest features for the
forthcoming version release, re-spin, patches and updates. During that phase, a consumer reported a security attack on the computing service. Subsequently, the
company administration had to appease that patron and guarantee their new clienteles that fixing bugs and its security punctures/holes by enhancing the security
of the artefact service is the top priority in the next future release. The organization supports and backed the engineering dev-ops team to fix the security holes
beside assured vital features, fixing devoid of varying the version release deadlines.
Detail scrutiny revealed that with mere support for safety measures at the architectural stage in the service; product was the ―security stratum‖ that authenticated
and validated the clients. But, the Code-level security susceptibility weaknesses were spread all over the code base. Proviso in case the cloud end-users may,
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perhaps circumvent the security layer, the computing software may be vulnerable to attacks. This weakness could be exploited by the hackers, inside attackers
and outside attackers. Although, the security was recognized as a top priority in the requirements since the initial days of the computing software service, the
computing software architecture afforded very poor maintenance for safety. Further, the computing service gives the sub-optimal security at the architectural
stage, pruning its susceptibility to security attacks. Security being the main concern, the administration demands that the engineering, production team
stakeholders deal with all the security allied concerns revealed in the product. Whilst engineering players spend time merely dealing with security concerns and
testing the transforms and changes, they ignored the service version release cut-off date. The team might not have realized the guaranteed vital features.
Although code-level safety panics were almost tackled, because the architecture did not afford security, the coded software service continued to be weak and
exposed to vulnerabilities. From the above use case study, it‘s evident that ineffectual stratagem to tackle the critical security concerns at the architectural level,
i.e. security-by-architecture may cause significant business fatalities. QOS attributes and non functional requirements like security must be architected at
architecture-level, and then at designed-in and later may be added at code-level by implementing and configuring the security parameters at each level. Broad
architectural refactoring has to be undertaken in future version releases, patches, upgrades of computing system software to formulate it ―secure-by-design‖, and
secure-by-architecture i.e. secure-at-root level architecture.
Mathematical Interpretation using the Uncertainty principle: One cannot know the future of the security of computing systems as one does not know the
present momentum security measurement of the service with a broad range of values. It is highly impossible to know both the exact position and the exact
momentum of the security threat causing object position at the same time. At certain times‘‘ computing series of service group
, is represented by
Fourier integral

(5)

Where, the amplitude of the security function f(k) describes the amplitude of the implemented security that contributes to
number
constant k. When k = 0 to range length (i.e. Range of boundary distance of the computing system security) is finite, the amplitude of f(k) is appreciable and
within the finite interval
the relationship is defined by
(6)
Occurs with the envelope of group with bell shape that is
,

Functions. (7)

The standard deviation is

.

(8)
measure over the spread of ‗x‘ values about the mean

The standard deviation

.

. If N measurements were made, the standard deviation is given by

(9)

Then, the Gaussian function is given by

G(x)=

.

(10)

The viewpoint of security and its momentum impact after the threat occurred at an assured or moment of time period t, if this entropy disorder is measured with
respect to position and momentum, of an object of security implemented using security architecture at that moment of time t. As it carries information back to
us, the measurement gauge process itself requires the interfered object in some way. The entropy disorder disturbance of momentum of the effect will be
changed. The exact amount of change,
has given below cannot be forecasted

(11)

Longer the wavelength of the observed/implemented using existing architectural pattern, the smaller the uncertainty in the computing momentum. Shorter the
service boundary of Micro-service-oriented architecture, the lesser the insecurity in the position of the security affects:

(12)

Where h is some constant of packet. That the packet can possess a definite position and momentum at any instant and i.e. the measurement entropy disorder tiny
micro/nano service and i.e. the measurement process introduces the indeterminacy, which is inherent in the nature of computing service offered. The uncertainty
principle is a tool to determine the smell causing architectural decay and not a negative statement in the realm of the architecture. Uncertainty with effort
(energy needed to do the work) and time is given by

.

13)

The cloud computing system at each boundary of the service orbit circumference needs high depth of the security. From the correspondence principle, greater
the micro service quantum packets, the closer will be the quantum of the cloud computation service architecture approaches the classical computation in terms
of the security implementation in the micro world. i. e. The Speed and frequency ‗f‘ of service offered is determined by boundary value, the computation

f=

=

(14)
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where x is a variable, V is velocity, m is the momentum of service requested. In the spectrum of the computing service, the cloud architectural orbital stability
can be achieved through

mvr =

(15)

=> Induced security implementation and spontaneous security implementation. => Cloud computing security implementation is an approximation of the
quantum classical security computing.
Illustration 3: Illegal Dependencies (ID)
In this use case study, it is considered the small and medium enterprises-(SME‘s) startups take the advantage of the first carter advantage in the cloud computing
market. Instead of focusing on producing the working product to their end-users in cloud computing business trading market, the SME‘s mark the presence
among the big enterprises ahead of the competition. The founder chairman of the SME‘s was a well experienced senior architect and domain expert. He crafted
the architecture and design and later he left the coding implementation to the hired engineering team. And later, he focused on managing the team in the aspects
like getting funding from the investors and copartners etc. To decrease marketing time schedule, and to lower the cost, Dev-ops team (typically players consist
fresh passed inexperienced engineering graduates) reused, reprocessed and recycled the business proprietary legacy or free open source linked libraries using
copy paste coding. The stake paid-off and initially the product, service was successfully marketed with thriving triumph due to its attractive features and
earmarked achievement fascinated the interest of the foremost champions of the market domain. Finally the outsized corporation purchased the SME
establishment. The acquired champion intended to append innovative latest features and to modernize the service product to occupy whole market and set up a
big customer base and start the promotion of the product worldwide for future two quarters. Whence the production team champions aim to append planned new
key attractive features, they got to know that the computing system software had offensive dependency parameters using open free source code libraries, which
is preventing it to make it legacy proprietary commercial product with its own source of library base. The SME in its initial phase has not bought the warrant
permits for the majority of the business enterprise libraries internally using the free open community source libraries violating the license warranty terms. As a
hefty corporation, it couldn‘t manage to pay to violate lawful and dogmatic licensing aspects. Consequently, the focal point of the engineering champions was
currently twisted towards eliminating all the ―red-wilt‖ show stopper legality breaching libraries refactoring, and reusing the system with proper and contrast
―clean room agile coding‖. The engineering champions noted large usage of open source libraries coupled tightly and intertwined inside the code base. This
refactoring the code base with illegal dependencies incurs huge working effort with time, cost and duration, to-pay back to remove the ID. As a curative gauge,
the corporation had to get pertinent licenses from the vendors for using those libraries illegally used by SME using the copy past approach. The out-laying
expenditures, purchasing a license for the libraries turn to be was more than the product purchasing cost to the customers. In addition, to its cost and effort the
open source free library source didn‘t have comparable counterpart legacy source code to buy and use it. The only practical solution for these issues is to rewrite
the source code from scratch, and alter it to carry out the changes with increasing in the coding and testing effort. The main theme of the use case study, while
the large Enterprise acquiring the SME in cloud market. The giant organization would have experienced and skilled architects to appraise technological and
legal facets of purchasing the SME and its software products and assess its impact in future cloud market with due diligence facing acquisition. In addition to the
illegal dependencies to open source libraries without a proper license to code the legacy product in the market are a serious architectural issue and a threat to the
organization in futuristic markets. In broad-spectrum, engineering champions (particularly architects) ought to vigilantly investigate the legitimacy and
regulatory aspects of using open source libraries without a valid warranty and license from the vending organization earlier. By using it to produce the legacy
product using the shortcut of copy paste technique cause the architecture entropy. After using the API library, the base code gets coupled tightly with a library
with an executable file. Further, removing the dependency incurs more cost to repay with refactoring with large effort, time schedule slippage, and more pricey.
CASESTUDY 2 A Case Study on the consequence of AD Scope Creep (SC) in crowd sourced CCS to alleviate the AE
1 Background: Quality traits including (QOS) - attributes of the Cloud computing system (CCS) architectural design (AD) supervision and monitoring
techniques using diverse metrics that are pioneered by various multilateral stakeholders‘ including cloud business experts, architects, and designers to implement
and execute the CCS project/product service AD administration are very complex. The accomplishing rate of the secured computing system is mild and delicate
contrasted to efforts of the stakeholder‘s, business experts in the multilateral technical team. Various grounds of reasons for the failure to achieve the success
rate are due to unnoticeable failures and AD scope creep (SC). The noticeable peer factors influencing the AD scope creep are time schedule, cost-outlay,
personnel-human effort-work, resources etc, and other QOS factors. These are critical factors for the CCS service AD based apps development. An
investigational case study is performed on various domains with decisive financial and non-critical retail domains services hosted in the multilateral crowd
sourced CCS. The investigation of this case study analysis reveals that the architectural scope creep is noticeable and it helps in formulating the SC management
stratagem in all domains of CCS system.
2 Introduction: History of Crowd sourced computing service success pandemonium is deemed to be successful assertion upon the customer satisfaction and
QOS - quality of service attributes offered to the clients. The NIST and Project management institute (PMI) [163-200] lists top 5 Architectural scope creeping
issues related to AD. The main reputation of the computing system is vested with prevention of the failure and AD scope creep in CCS systems. The strength of
the CCS business is dependent on the company maturity level, computing system service offered with business and technology domain innovation and
competency of AD followed, CCS service management capability, resource management, dev-ops usage, cost, AD scope dimensionality, AD refactoring and
AD based root testing for the defect criteria for capturing the defects, and its count, at its function points. SEI of CMU, USA presented the CMMI levels and
service/project management skills with standards, certifications and service management techniques, processes, tools using Quality assurance (QA) and Quality
control (QC) techniques.
4 Research Requirements and Investigational Study: Various multilateral actors and factors involved in deciding the CCS service success are multilateral
human stakeholder involvements, technology coders, and quality team representing the human component (HC) with their skill competencies. These
competencies include Technical soft skills, infra resources, stakeholders hands on experience, with their effective communication, and interfacing skills,
managing strategy of CCS AD using agility, CI-CD, dev-ops, ops-sec, sec-ops strategy etc. On this basis the factors involved in project/service management is
catalogued as
1.
2.
3.

Business corporation component (CC),
Human and computing resource component (HRC), and
Technological changes component (TCC).
Using the CCS the factors associated with it are

1.
2.
3.

Capacity planning and maturity model (CPMM),
Six sigma and other standards.
In addition, to the organizations domain in business proficiency, marketing, technology innovations, with various domain driven proficiency and competencies
of the competing organization.
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The HRC factors engage the involved stakeholder‘s skill sets, including technical soft skills, number of involved multilateral stakeholders across the globe.
TCC comprises of project/service domain, time schedule owed and service charges billed to the service consumed by the user as per SLA, by the budgetary cost
allocated, software process model followed, and technological innovative support for the CCS project service AD. In addition, it comprises functionality flare
points, use cases, user stories, epics, and defect count ratios etc. The triangular views of the service effort include the time schedule overrunning cost outlay
busting budgets, work and effort scope dimensionality.
Change control management in the AD scope creep stipulates good hold on client requirements patterns, if failed it results in failure. This case study is intended
to investigate the impacting architectural scope creep on crowd sourced CCS service project/product service AD management success rate.
6.7.5 Context of the Case Study: CCS Project/product service AD management success is inclined using the service methodologies and industry benchmarked
practices, however this case study is focused on CC, HRC, and TCC components for designing the AD of the crowd service vending organizations. This
research investigation is carried out using the survey on various literature sources - survey papers including the research articles, technical white papers, research
papers. The knowledge gained by attending the walkthon, codathaon, hackathon, meetups, datathon, besides attending symposium, conferences, and workshops
and also by consultations and interactions with diverse IT industry counter connoisseur, professionals. In addition, this case study is performed based on our
own experience with various organizations. The mode of interview based investigation is conducted using research survey interviews, expert consultations, via
e-mails; questionnaire is framed based on the study performed by the authors of [163-207]. The framed questionnaires and answers are collected using
discussions and recordings, and also using face to face interactions with industry peers and associated partners. This research investigation study is limited to
various crowd services vending organization with varying capacities of SME‘s and larger enterprises with CMMI level 4 and 5. The key factors persuading
service AD and its mission success is analyzed using the factors of AD scope creep, its cost outlay, time schedule duration delays and service engineering over
runs, based on the number of multilateral stakeholders involved. Also by, using user-stories, use-cases, stakeholder experiences, and other innovative
technological support and market demand for the service etc. Further, this case study helps to determine the involved extrinsic and intrinsic complexities to be
resolved in AD due to architectural scope creeping of the CCS business systems, with the unpredictable changes expected, those are expected and with the
uncertainty in the CCS market. However this research case study is restrained to study of the CCS projects coded using diverse polyglot programming
languages. We conducted an in-depth investigation and research survey focused on various range of the services spanning the different types of cloud services
offerings sandwiched between crucial and non decisive domain business applications hosted in cloud.
Constraint 1: The organization selected for this case study is domain proficient. The research study on CCS system service under study are considered on the
organization following the CMMI level 5 standards, along with the industry benchmarked practices right from the beginning of recruiting the multilateral
industry professionals based on their skill set rating on the technical and soft skills, and their experience and expertise on the domain knowledge scale set by HR
personals. Further to surmount the complexities and confronts this research work has formulated on the following key propositional hypothesis to promote the
progression of research investigation.
Proposition 1: The computing CCS services AD are listed with decisive design solutions and non-dominant CCS services based on the assigned priority and
severity of the CCS business domain and its criticality with its demand in the CCS market.
The entire sampling crowd sourced CCS projects services are chosen from both computing system with business critical and non critical apps, along with its
operating factors are measured for key and non-influential service apps that are matching the service demands. The information records sampling is carried out
randomly using the vast data with crucial success factors that are used in chart 1 and chart 2 respectively. This sampled CCS project service information data is
clustered in-terms of the likelihood and its real time data from the various assorted and mixed factors which is calculated for CCS service AD related scope
creep management. The collected data is as shown in chart 1 and chart 2 from the randomly sampled crowd sourced CCS service project offerings from the
availability of the vast data only crucial success factors are considered for sampling the data to represent the CCS AD scope of the system. Chart 1 data
represents the CCS service project offering the financial domain service application system coded using the polyglot programming, aspect oriented languages,
combination of DB language, mainframe, COBOL, and other related polyglot coding languages. The scoping factors include the number of functionalities which
the architectural design architects, designers, experts and coders have added. The effort in terms of the human working effort (work done) spent in hours can be
anticipated for the entire CCS AD that is developed and approximated in-terms of US ‗$‘ currency, with numbers of stakeholders including the coders,
architects, designers, and testers. All other multilateral stakeholders technical personnel involved in designing and developing the CCS project AD. The actual
experience of the time hours of the coder‘s time is planned on an average rate of standard time in hours /minutes /seconds /days /weeks /months /years for the
measured and involved number of the coders. Use cases/user stories and its defect count detected and various other factors of AD components are worked out
for the system from the architectonic design planning phase to its functioning and ultimate final operational phase. The CCS complexity, uncertainty,
unpredictability of the sampled business is measured by the real time use cases and multilateral user epic stories in the sampling companies. The sampled
computing system project in retail business domain is presented in chart 2. The CCS service offering application AD type is coded using the various polyglot
programming languages using Python, ruby, JAVA and other relevant languages. The impacting factors considered in chart 2 are same as in the case of the chart
1. The sample space projects of the chart 1 are named as CCS Financial Service projects offerings FSPO1, FSPO2 etc. similarly the sampling projects services
in chart 2 are labelled as RSP1, RSP2, etc for the retail service projects. The service project success rate of chart 1 and chart 2 is depicted in the structure terms
of the listed factors of the percentage structure. For convenience it is evident from chart 1 and chart 2 that the AD scope has major impact in the crowd sourced
computing service project success in addition to it, other factors includes costing, outlay prices, time sequencing, defect ratio, number of use cases, number of
user stories, and scenarios and number of coders effort and other stakeholders effort. The collision of scope on the coder‘s skill and domain experience is
neglected purposefully[200-207].
Chart 1: Factors persuading CCS service AD Project success in FSPO
Computing
success factors

system

FSPO1
Likelihood
impact in
%

FSPO2
Likelihood
impact in
%

FSPO3

Likelihood
impact in
%

FSPO5
Likelihood
impact in
%

FSPO6

CCS AD Scope creeping
( # of days)
Time
(measured in
person effort hours)
Cost Outlay (in USD –
$)
Number of multilateral
architects,
coders,
designers
present
globally using dev-ops
process
Experience of dev-ops
personnel - stakeholders

20

Real
time
impact
in units
24

16

Real
time
impact
in units
22

24

Real
time
impact
in units
27

13

Real
time
impact
in units
27

29

Real
time
impact
in units
38

14

10

2345

3454

4368

4563

1849

2579

2647

2546

4893

3892

3256

2874

2999

3825

4567

4500

3478

3978

3786

1984

2087

2475

3105

3678

25

38

19

12

15

17

19

23

20

24

18

27

[5-7]

7

[7-9]

8.5

[8-11]

9.5

[8.5 -12.5]

11

[4-7]

6

[7-10]

9

Complexity of CCS

3.75

3.75

5.3

5.3

7.3

7.6

4.35

4.35

7.2

7.2

4.6

4.9
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78

87

64

89

77

194

83

98

65

196

58

174

100

84

100

93

100

80

100

92

100

87

100

98

Chart 2: Factors persuading computing system service/ Project victory in retail domain
Computing
success factors

system

RSP1
Likelihood
impact in
%

RSP2

RSP3
Likelihood
impact in
%

Likelihood
impact in
%

28

Real
time
impact
in
units
23

17

22

Likelihood
impact in
%

19

Real
time
impact
in
units
27

RSP6

14

Time
(measured
person effort hours)

in

3764

4378

3890

4178

3321

2649

2593

4196

3251

2593

2856

2915

Cost Outlay (in USD –
$)
Number
of
coders
present globally

1679

1789

2948

2892

3478

3678

2987

2749

3999

2999

4578

4578

14

17

19

19

18

13

11

15

23

23

32

43

Experience of coders

[4-7]

6.5

[8-10]

9.7

[6-9]

8

[4-7]

5

8

7.5

[7-9]

8.5

Use cases
stories

User

Real
time
impact
in units

RSP5

Architectural
scope
creeping ( # of days)

and

Likelihood
impact in
%

RSP4

Real
time
impact
in
units
21

Likelihood
impact in
%

33

Real
time
impact
in
units
38

35

Real
time
impact
in
units
25

4.75

3.25

4.3

3.45

4.65

4.84

3.7

3.98

3.8

3.8

3.8

4.15

Defect count ratio

83

91

96

108

117

139

77

89

87

136

118

127

Project success ratio in
(percentage)

100

87

100

93

100

99

100

94

100

91

100

84

Chart 3 symbolizes the disparity in the factors compared and contrasted with both the domains of the system under study. The CCS project/product service AD
is anticipated in the rising/increasing- ascending order based on divergence of scope of the computing system services. The experiment sampled computing
system projects in both the respective domains are analyzed thoroughly and the deviation of variability factor of the explicit and customary (expected) values of
particular CCS business and computing sphere of influence is spawned and it is weighed against with the range of values. The bunched set of the computing
system projects with nearest scope variation is presented in Chart 3.
Chart 3: variants contrasting with finance and trade Retail Domain
Variants
AD Scope creeping ( % number of days)
Time (calculated in %)

FSPO2
14
7.53

RSP3
13.50
14.86

FSPO4
15.73
6.854

RSP6
18.43
6.98

Cost Outlay (in %)

20.345

8.876

17.865

7.98

Use cases (in % )

9.98

3.78

13.75

0.00

Defect Count (in %)

17.79

6.987

29.80

13.75

Number of coders and dev-ops guys, architects,,
designers and experts (in % )
Project success ratio in (percentage)

16.75

16.5

28.32

7.42

12

9

10

10

It is evident from the above table that the variance is large with significant sensation factor is used to draw the inference.

30
Scope creeping ( % number of
days)

25

Time (calculated in %)

20
15

Cost Outlay (in %)

10

Use cases (in % )

5

Defect Count (in %)

0
FSP2

RSP3

FSP4

RSP6

Fig 1: Comparative assessment of success Factors with respect to the CCS financial service offering domains and CCS retail trading Domains
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Implication 1: The AD scope creep has an influence and its impacting force for both decisive and non crucial business and technological driven domains.
Implication 2: Further it is implied that the architectural scope creeping for decisive applications is more susceptible compared to non-critical computing
system service projects management.
Further chart 3 is sketched and plotted graphically as represented in Figure 1 above. From the above visualization graph infers that variance of the diverse
success factors of respective domains varies as the AD scope creep increases. In the above graph figure 1 the ‗x‘ axis illustrates the domain factors including
scope, cost, use case, time, bug counts, multilateral number of dev-ops engineers and stakeholders, and other project success factors, and in ‗y‘ axis represents
the variance scale values range that are depicted in chart 1 and 2. We can conclude that the AD scope creep impact severely at all implementation and execution
stages and its variance on crucial business computing applications with the higher degree of sensitization. The CRS is outsourced to develop the service offered
over cloud project, the Crowd Project/product service scope is executed with original planned project location, and documented with original scope: To provide
engineering service to fabricate and devise the solution for computing services offered across the globe to multilateral stakeholders, is commenced by writing
the start date, completion date, with the design value. On completion of the 90% of devised fictitious services belonging to the multilateral stakeholders it is
expected to change in the service scope of the stakeholder requirements of their new service facility types. It also needs re-planning and re-architecting it and
redesigning in the flare location of service patterns is essential to document it in proper format of scope changes for future references.
Schedule delay: Expected time duration to do alteration due to scope changes. Cost increase: Expected CTC due to delay and increase in the expenditure
outlay. The comparative study is made in the proposed case study with original scope with original project plan site, original service delivery point and its
boundary points. Also with documented AD scope creep management and also refactoring changes including the revisited service delivery point with altered
needs, due to AD refactoring with revised project/service plans at revised planned site, including the active sites, interim closed service sites, and existing flare
service stations. The main impacts are as follows: AD Scope creep changes[200-207: After completion of the 90% of service fabrication work by investing
work effort, time and cost outlay then it was realized that global multilateral service work permits was not accomplished. Finally this totted up with new several
numerous tasks. This caused the schedule duration delay, increase in cost in terms of dollars, and major conflicts of interest in service commissioning and
schedule date was prior than the finalized schedule for the flare service provisioning and commissioning. Implementing and execution of flare service relocation
was deserted and neglected and alternative service computing delivery system was fabricated to comply with service plant commissioning date. So total
schedule delay, and final design cost CTC is increased outlay in dollars.
6.7.6 Final thoughts/lessons learnt: From the process of designing AD phase: It is evident that multilateral stakeholders should be aware and accurately
acknowledged and it is a full understanding of the service obligations and requirements is requirement to accomplish the secure computing services. Service
feasibility analysis with service alternatives should have been appraised closely to agree on ―go‖ and ―no go‖ decisions, also on to select on the appropriate
stakeholders to offer the accurately required service. In Service planning phase: It requires performing and executing the detailed options analysis, with a
formal risk analysis and disaster risking response planning similar to disaster recovery and analysis contingency plan. Integrating CI CD, dev-ops processes with
master schedule leveraging, defining and documenting, stakeholder‘s needs, by AD scope base lining, defining boundaries, AD scope scheduling, and AD scope
budgeting cost. Follow up of the phased approach to expand healthier administering. In Execution process: It requires actively managing all the multilateral
stakeholders and their expectations, and proactively managing the computing system project and services. In addition, monitoring the multilateral computing
system project/service and its related risks and by proper controlling the progression. Also, by proper measurement and documenting the report by using the
change control processes. It helps to avoid AD scope creep which is dangerous to CCS progression.
Conclusion: It is evident from the above case studies that PMI category of managing the project communication management, cost management, HR
management, Service integration management, service procurement management, service quality management, performance management, risk management,
scope management, multilateral stakeholder management, and time management are essential to run the CC business smoothly. Architectural scope creep,
change creeps are interrelated to technical debt. It is essential to identify the AD scope creep, AD scope gap, change gap, defect hardware and software, defect
integration, change dependency. It is also evident that the AD scope creep happens due to poor requirement study and feasibility study, and lacking to change
control. Also, not involving the multilateral stakeholders from the beginning early enough, underestimating the complexity, unpredictability in the business and
also, uncertainty in the designing AD of CCS computing environment, fitting the crowd sourced cloud computing using gold plating (exceeding the scope of a
project consuming more time, budget outlay without customer satisfaction, poorer and lacking change control, no agility due to subjective quantifications. It is
essential to keep the scope of the computing project simple and easier to understand to serve the SLA service agreement, analyze the causes of the AD scope
creep, using the tools to resolve the architectural scope creep. Late customer looping feedback leads to re-design AD resulting in Architectural scope creep
balloons up. Pressure from multiple stakeholders, and issues with conceptualizing the product, functionality v/s frills, Refine client‘s processes, Cost vs. Benefit
trump card for business value of a story. Clearly communicate, the project plan expectations, keep accountability, sprints phases pre kickoff, rework, recode.
Prepare review plan - before, during and after project deliverables, set the goals/objectives, with durable timeline, keep tracking bandwidth of the kickoff, at
every sprint and post project debrief. It needs to truly understand client stakeholders involvement as the champion, expert, coach, also as an inﬂuencer, decision
maker as an enemy pre kickoff [163-200]. educate and inform the client regarding the recent AD trends in the new technology, market competitor info, also
expose ―geek speak‖, at all the stages of designing AD including the pre kickoff the project, also during project and post project debrief. In addition, engrain the
end multilateral stakeholders or service user‘s journey in the client discovery, stakeholder engagement, adoption, and adaptation to the changing needs to avoid
the AD scope creep through proper refactoring and AD testing.
5.15 Summary: This work primarily discusses theoretical discussion about the key research variables such as cloud system architecture, architectural This work primarily discusses
theoretical discussion about the key research variables such as cloud system architecture, architectural design issues such as architectural design smells, architectural entropy, architectural
decay, causes of architectural decay, or entropy and various approaches for its alleviation. In addition, in this work technical debt and various causative factors were also discussed.
Different feasible solutions to alleviate the issues of architectural entropy, architectural decay and technical debt etc were discussed in this work. In addition to this different analysis
approaches to detect and analyze architectural entropy were also discussed. The study in this work has revealed that the probable presence of the entropy in architectural design toxicity
primarily depends on the internal complexity of the component. The increase in the number of interrelated and linking components increments in turn the internal complexity and entropy
disorder increases unavoidably. The theoretical discussion of the causative factors of architectural entropy also reveals that higher entropy signifies higher complexity in the architectural
design. This in turn the higher the complexity forever connotes the entropy, but towering entropy does not make obligatory of high complexity. In addition, to this there are numerous
factors that introduce architectural entropy in the CCS architecture that requires optimal detection and removal to enable QOS provision and secure data transmission over multilateral
cloud environment. The theoretical discussion has also hypothesize that refactoring can be of paramount solution to alleviate the issue of architectural entropy. In addition, different cloud
system architecture optimization measures were also discussed in this work, which could be further taken into consideration to derive a novel multilateral security system for cloud
computing service delivery.
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